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Abs t r ac t  
In this paper we focus on understanding and defining a methodology for object description 
and recogilition both in terins of its geometrical, material and functiona.1 specifica.tions. We 
define functionality in an object as its applicability toward the achievement of a task. We 
emphasize and develop an interactive and performatory approach to functionality recovery. 
Furthermore, we introduce the distinction between Inherent, Intended and Imposed fiinctionality. 
By analyzing interaction and manipulation tasks as goal-riented recogllitio~l processes we 
propose to  identify and characterize functionalities of objects. This interaction is not o~lly a 
means of verification of the hypothesized presence of functionality in objects but also a way to 
actively and purposively recognize the object. 
In order to accomplish our goa,l, we introduce a formal model, based on Discrete Event 
Dynamic System Theory, to define a task for recovering and describing functionality. We extend 
the recovery process t o  an algebra of tasks. We describe how a more complex ta.sk call be 
composed from a set of primitive ones. This constructive approach allows a task to be built 
from simpler ones in an stepwise fashion. 
Once the manipulatory task has been described in the formal model, it must be illstailtiated 
in a context. In such a context, the behavior of the system in which the i~lt~eraction between 
a Manipula.tor, a Tool and a Target object must be observed. Thus, t,he description of t,a.sks 
themselves provide n?ust for means of addressing observability through different sensor modal- 
ities. For this purpose, we introduce the notion of Partial Observability of a task. This allows 
the description of a plant in which not all events and the time of their occurrence might he 
modelled and therefore predictable in advance. 
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1 Introduction 
Interacting with any environment requires knowledge or means of acquiring inforitlation and 
processing it. Specifically, when performing a task we need to obtain informatioil a.bout the 
physical characteristics of the objects. Some of the data is then interpreted and functional 
and/or relational labels are attached. This process allows us to  classify objects and, in the 
context of a task, to associate suitable interpretation to  them. But how are object's labels 
associated with a completely unknown object? We analyze and perform inductions, deductions, 
analogies, etc. . However, what we can formulate are really only hypotheses a.bout a.n object.. 
Claiming that an object looks like a container attaches a functional description to it ;  only upon 
interacting with the object and testing it can we corroborate our hypotheses. Furkhernlore, if 
the interaction colltradicts some of the hypotheses and yields a completely different result what 
steps should be taken? 
The interactive approach is a techliique which is often used even whe11 a person interacts 
with a known environment. When considering the issue of support, for instance, we don't obta.in 
exact measures of the weight of an object and then model and measure the stress that it. would 
import on a supporting surface. Wheil we are unsure sirnply place the object, 011 the surface 
progressively releasing our hold and observing the behavior of the s~ppor t~ ing  surface. Mihile we 
might have a priori knowledge about the ranges of support, still the interactive nlethodology 
remains the sine-qua-non for verifying that the surface can or can not "support" the object 
thus qualifying itjs functional information. 
Objects have geometrical, material, kinematic and functional properties, and their descrip- 
tion must. capture both aspects. Historically, mankind, in his interaction wit11 t,lle environment,, 
observed the properties of natural objects and their applicability. Sonle of these natural objects 
were then modified and ada,pted to eillphasize specific functionalities, see [Oakley. 1976; Willis, 
1989; Grace, 19891. The art of toolmaking marks the dawn of the functional chara,ct.eriza~tion of 
objects. Specific physical properties were selected to  characterize a particular function. While 
only speculations can he our guide to  the initial names attributed to objects. physica,l and 
functional properties in tools provide the strongest evidence that the essential const~ituent,s of 
object representation and descriptioil had been determined. Later on, the adaptation of na.tural 
objects was slowly replaced by ma.terials - clay, wood, iron, etc - in whicli the geo~net~rical nd 
physical properties could be molded to achieve the same functionalit,ies. Cont,ainment could be 
performed by an amphora rather than a coconut shell and sawing could be done by a serrated 
knife rather than just a sharp stone. \Ve observe that while solrle of t,he properties ca.n be asso- 
ciated with natural objects because of their implicit functionality, tools have hecorrle specialized 
modifications of natural objects to best suit man's manipulatory capabilities and a.re best used 
in performing a, funct,ion. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Thus, we focus on understanding and defining a methodology for object description and 
recognition both in terms of its geometrical, material and functional specifications. We analyze 
interaction/manipulation tasks as goal-oriented recognition processes which allow us to  identify 
and characterize functions in objects. The evaluation of the applica.bility of an object, with 
respect to  a function to  be tested, allows us to  qualify and quantify the occurrence of a given 
function in an object. 
Such an evaluation process can also extended to develop a methodology of learning of new 
functionalities. This process of acquiring new knowledge allows an interaction of symbol driven 
and data  driven approaches as a way for explaining new phenomena. Explaining and under- 
standing of new phenomena are key fact,ors t,o the discovery of new f~nc t~ ions ,  redefinit,ion of 
previous ones (either by extending, specializing or presenting a. different procedural approach), 
and determining a qualifimtion arid quantification procedure to evaluate functional performance. 
1.1 Overview 
We introduce the process for active recovery and characterization of functionality. While the 
overall plan is introduced, the nnin thrust of this paper is that of presenting a fornlal basis 
for tasks descriptions. The remaining stages a,re outlined here and will be dealt with at a la.ter 
time. 
In section 2 we introduce wha.t we mean by f~nct~ionality. Its cha.racterization in ar t i fxts  a.nd 
in natural objects is presented. Differentiation between Inherent, Iizte~lded a.nd Imposed func- 
tionality is introduced. Since functionality is performatory in nature, we examine the importance 
of having an interactive approach for recovering it. Finally we conclude by investigating the 
importance of functionality as a component in the object's representation and interpretation. 
Furthermore, we point out that the description of an object, used as a tool, should not only have 
a declarative but also a procedural component. The declarative componerit chara.ctIerizes the 
geometrical and inateria,l properties and defines how they are structurally rela.ted to  represent 
the functionality. The procedural conlponent identifies how t,he object is to he  a,pplied, t,he t,ype 
of actuator intended, and possibly the contexts of applicatibility 
A review of previous work in recovering functionality is presented in section 3 .  As we shall 
see, many of the approaches have been either concerned attempting to recover all the 
functionalities in an object, or restricted themselves to high levels of recovery, or coilcerned 
with a limited domain. It becomes quite clear, after short reflectmion, that the t,opic of fn~~ct~ional 
recovery is marred by an endless list of problems which are the intrinsic problerns of not only 
Computer Vision, but a.lso Control Theory, Cognitive Science, and Psychology. This suggests 
why this important topic of research has received only limited attention. Notably, none of 
the previous approaches identify how the nature of the problein should clearly be presented 
1.2 Acknowledgements 3 
as interactive fashion. This interaction is not only a means to  verify hypothesized presence of 
functionality in objects but also a way to actively and purposively recognize the object. 
Section 4 addresses the need for a, formalisill and proposes properties which it should ernbody 
in order to  recover functionality. The notion of observability is developed to provide a way to 
close the interactive and the interpretation loops. The componellts for the task description, 
instantiation and recovery are then presented. 
The description of the recovery process is topic of section 5. The section is divided into two 
parts. In the first portion of the section we progressively introduce the requirements, pointed 
out in section 4, for a formal model t o  describe tasks. In the second part,  we define an algebra 
for tasks. We identify how, from a set of primitive actions, elementary tasks, more co~nples 
actions can be composed. This constructivist approach allows a. t,ask t,o be built. from simpler 
ones in an stepwise fashion. 
While it is not the goa.1 of this paper to address instantiation of a task, in section 6, \ye 
propose a ineans both of describing a task a.bstra.ctly in terms of position, velocity, force, et'c. 
and a way of linking those abstract descriptions to  real quantities in a domain. While the full 
instantiation process require inore consideratioll of the domains in which t,he task is mapped to, 
as we have pointed out in sect,ion 4, being able to characterize these quantit,ies in a coilt,est is 
essential t,o the whole process. 
We the11 conclude in section 7 by briefly reviewing what wa.s acconlplished in the present 
investigation. 
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2 CHARACTERIZATION OF FUNCTIONALITY 
2 Characterization of Functionality 
In this section we describe the underlying philosophy of the active approacll to function char- 
acterization and recognition. 
2.1 Functionality in Objects 
To address the notion of functionality in objects i t  is essential to  precisely define wha.t. is mea.nt 
by it. 
The functionality in a,il object identifies the applicability of a specific object towa.rd 
the achievement of a isask. 
The function of containability ill a cup, for instance, points out its applicabilit,~ when planning 
to transport some substa.nce, possibly a, liquid. The  funct,ion of piercing in a knife or sharp- 
pointed tool identifies that it might be applied to perforate some target object,. The function 
of hammering identifies in a, tool its applicability to transfer, and possibly amplify, an impactj 
force on some target object(s). 
2.1.1 Objects: Natural and Artifacts 
In order t o  represent objects we need to be able to illcorporate both factual a.nd functional 
knowledge about their properties. The factua.1 aspect encapsula,tes informa,tion about measur- 
able attributes of an object; the functional knowledge describes application of a subset of the 
properties toward an action or 
In order to  establish properties, and functional descriptions of objects, we need t o  understand 
what defines and classifies an object2. 
Objects can be part,itioned int,o two ma.jor ca.tegories, N n t ~ ~ m l  Oblects3 and ilrt?frrcts. This 
partition is necessary because while in the former ca.se there is no a priori f~ilct~ional description 
of the object, in the latter case certain functional properties have been specifically assigiled to 
a given object. 
The observation of specific shapes and correlation to the functionality may ha.ve given origin 
to  the conceptualization and abstraction of the underlying geometrical and material properties. 
'To avoid pointless discussion when addressing the importance of functionality in object descript.ions we are going 
to restrict our attention t o  non-teleological interpretations of functionality. Thus considerations such as "the fiinctioil 
of man", "the function of art",  and alike belong to a "meta-functionalit$" which is not addressed here. 
'While i t  is possible t,o consider t,he manipnlat.or as one of t,he 0bject.s whose capabilit,ies a.nd descript,iol~s can be 
determined, we will assume tha t  any system will have knowledge of itself. We will consider this as portion of the a 
priori domain knowledge. 
3To clarify, while it  is possible t o  address the function of a plant or an animal, when addressiilg natural objects 
we are primarily interested in  inanimate objects. 
2.1 Functionality in Objects 
Such properties were then adapted and employed to give shape t o  tools a.nd utensils, see [Oakley, 
1976; Willis, 19891, and become part of the description of such object; specializatioll then gave 
them further refinement. 
Any artifact has not only the properties associated with it  but also has an zntended a c t u a t o r  
for which these properties have been specifically associated with. Thus, we must, observe tjl1atm 
while there is a function associated with a11 object, there is an implicit definition of the actuator, 
for which it was intended for, built in the functional specification of the object,. For instance a 
tool with a handle is meant to be manipulated by a hand-like manipula.tor. 
With these considerations in mind we proceed to outline some of the fundaillental issues and 
as well as to present some definitions with the goal to  clarify the objects' properties and, later 
on, our intera.ctions wit.h them. 
Objects possess Geome t r i ca l ,  Mnterzal ,  l i z i ~ c n z a t i c , ~  and d ~ ~ i , c - t z o n n l  properties. 
Geometr ica l  properties identify quantifiable parameters defining sha.pe described in terms 
of length, width, height, volume, etc. 
Ma te r i a l  properties also are identifiable by quantifiable measures. Their a.ttributes are 
defined in terms of units of weight, reflecta.nce, coefficient of friction a t  t,he surface, densit.y, 
etc. 
K inema t i c  properties describe the killelllatic behavior of an object or some of its parts. 
Funct ional  properties in an object describe sets of physical properties, illaterial and 
geometrical, which are necessary for a given action to be successfully carried out. - con- 
tainment, support. 5 ,  pounding. etc. 
Furthermore, we call characterize fu~lctionality as inherent (intrinsic), intended and inlposed 
(extrinsic) ; 
Inherent functionality defines the functional specifications which arise from the physical 
properties of the object. Namely, if the object has a rather pronoullced concavity it is 
possible that it can contain, liquids or solids pending up011 the matcrial it is made out of. 
That specification arises indepelldeiltly of ally actuator interaction. 
I n t ended  fu~lctioilality defines the specifications which were defined as a pa.rt. of the 
object at  the time of design. Unlike the previous one, such funct,iona.l specifications are 
4These distinctions were identified and investigated by Lederman and Iclatzky in the domain of Psychology and 
Psychophysics, see [Lederman and Thorne. 1986; Lederman and Iclatzky, 1987b; Iilatzky et al.. 1987aI. Work 1,y 
Carnpos and Bajcsy, [Campos, 19921, and Sinha a.nd Bajcsy, [Sinha, 19921, investigated these properties by using 
experimental procedures, EP's. 
5Actually a special case of containment. We need to describe the relation of the fu~lctional specificat,ion so t,hat 
rve are able to  understand when support can be interpreted as containment as vice-versa. 
2 CHARACTERIZATION O F  FUA~C.'TIOIlT.4LITY 
not directly deduced or inferred from the pllysical structure of tlie object - a hammer or 
screwdriver for instance. 
Imposed functionality defines the ability of using an object for a furlction for which it is 
not intended. The use of a bowl for hammering would be such an instance. 
To clarify the distinctiotl bet8ween intended and imposed we note that a fork is constructed 
with the intended functionality of piercing and carrying, yet one may impose on it tlie functioual 
property of cutt8ing. 
Interesting exa.mples of imposed functionality in the natural setting are presented in the 
work of the anthropologist Jane Goodall, [Goodall, 19861. Goodall documented the use of tool 
by chimpanzees of the Gombe Stream Reserve in Tanzania. She noted that chi~npallzees used 
straws for fishing of termites from a t,ermite hill as well as using a, sponge to gather water from 
the bottom of a basin. They not only used the most appropriate vines to employ a.5 tool, hut 
also stripped off the leaves, in a forill of t,ool-making. 
Amongst the many other uses of natural objects for a specific function tlie following appli- 
cation of natural objects as tools is illuminating. 
" A novel problem arises in West Africa, where chimps feed on nuts of palin trees. 
Some of the nuts are too hard to crack by biting; the chimps use a stone as a hammer 
to  smash the nuts against the roots of the tree. When this did not always work, so 
the chimps resorted t o  a hammer-and-anvil technique of transporting two stones 
several hunclred yards in anticipation. They knew which tree needed this technique 
and not others", [Goodall, 19861 6.  
While in the above exainples one can't really make a case for the chimpanzees' ment.al 
ability to  concept.ualize objects, it makes a strong support for the attribut.ioa of functionality in 
a natural setting. 
Imposed functionality considers the applicability of an object toward a goal without. consid- 
ering physical alteration of its external properties in order to accomplish the function. Namely, 
an object which per-se is not grippable could become "grippable" if a handle were a,ttached to i t .  
This would, however, constitute an alteration of the original object implying an a.ddition or. pos- 
sible deletion of one or more properties or functionalities. It does suggest that a specialization 
or generalization of the properties and hence of its cla.ssification. While this can be perceivetl 
as an imposed functionality, its chara.cterization and description goes heyoild t,he scope of t,llis 
paper, for it addresses a higher level of interactioll with an object. Furt,heri~lore, it requires a 
higher degree of reasoning. 
6We find similar approaches to the use of tools in many other animals. Sea-otters, for instance, use a stone for 
cracking open shells. 
2.1 Functionality in Objects 
2.1.2 Order and Degree of Functionality 
Certain objects may have more than one inherently characterizing functionality. Tlius we can 
define the  functionality present as 
Simple 
Complex 
- Degree Preeminence in the object 
- Order Relevance to given task t o  be performed. 
If t he  functionality is complex, it is necessary t o  address the  notion of degree ancl order of a 
given functionality. 
T h e  term Degree refers t o  the notion that  several functionalities might be present in a, specific 
object, however, soille of them might be more pronounced than others. 
T h e  notion of Order for a, given functionality becornes a means of imposing a different 
ordering based on the  ta,sk to  be performed. Such ordering need not reflect the iinplicit ordering 
of the  inteilded functionalities. 
Tlius, a mug may be used for carrying liquid and for hammering. The  property of cont,ain- 
inent u~ould certainly he the one preeminent, unless it were estrelllely heavy. However, if tlle 
task a t  ha.nd were t,ha.t of hammering, then the  property of containment would he less relevant.. 
T h e  need for the  ordering of functiona.lities and actually the fea.tures which chara.ctcrize 
them appears more apparent when discriminating between several object in the same class. 
For instance two hammers may be  made out of different materials, rubber and steel, or wlleil 
the length of the handle nlay be quite different. We begin t o  notice a need for sollie sort of 
quantification and qualification of the fiinctions appearing i11 an object. 
2.1.3 Physical and Functional Descriptions 
The  definitions present,ed so far allow us to  apply our terminology of physical and functional 
descriptions t o  object,s both in a natural  environment as well as in a, stbruct,ured one. Thus  we 
can talk a.bout the  fu~lctional description of a stick or of a stone in a. natural  set,ting and that  
of a screwdriver and of a brick in a well defined environment. 
In artifa.cts, function is the preeminent chara.cteristic by which they can be described. A 
cup or a glass, for instance, have the function of contailling some liquid. I t  is, after all, the first 
merltal associatioil t11a.t one n~akes  with respect to  t.he function of a g1a.s~. Properties of the 
specific function implicitly suggests t,he a.ssociation of geometrica.1 and physical cl~a.ract,eristics. 
Natural objects, on the other hand, present a bit of a. dilemma, because some of t,llem seem t,o 
have many funct,ioilalit,ies associated with tallem. A rock for instaace c,ould be used for support ,  
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hammering, containment, etc. but it seems that,  in general, none of these functional properties 
are intrinsic to  definition of a rock. 
What strongly characterizes some natural objects are some physical properties which are 
intrinsically defining it. When thinking of a "rock" one does not have a specific function in 
mind, but rather properties, such as hardness and density. These physical properties are indeed 
the constituents for the concept of the natural object. On the other hand, containabi1it.y is 
intrinsic to the concept of glass independently of the constituent material. 
We have thus observed that there are objects for which the functional description may not, 
provide a means of acquiring information specific to their conceptual abstraction but it might 
at least provide understandiiig of their a.pplicability a,nd attribute some lal>eling in terills of 
functionality. 
2.2 Uilderlyiilg Motivatioi~s for the Use of Fuilctionality 
From the previous section, it would appear t81iat func.t,ionality is not t,oo crucial to the descript,ioii 
of natural objects. They are oft,en described in terms of a taxonomy; olie then might collsider 
the possibility of applying such a description methodology to all objects. 
In [MTinston et a!., 19841, it is observed that it is extremely hard to provide a, vision syste~n 
with accurate and ineaningful descriptioils of  object,^. It is on the ot,her hand much easier to 
describe what objects can be used for. Considering this philosophy of object description we 
outline some of the reasons supporting the use and the importance of functiona.lity and t,he 
questions it raises. Here are, then, the illost promi~lent ones wit11 seine associated questions 
they address: 
It suggests a shift of focus in the descriptio~l of objects based 011 their applicability in a 
task rather than only on tlleir fadual components. 
It falls under the umbrella of purposive recognition, and objects can be classified based on 
the inininla1 ainount of inforlllatioii sufficient to fit the functional descript,ion. 
It can be used in the recogilitioii process: "recognizing by int,eraction". It, a.lso includes 
observation and verification. How lliuch i~lforiiiation is required before I can ident,ify an  
object? 
The meaning of the name attributed to an object depends on the physical properties hut 
also on the fu11ctiona.l properties associated t,o it. How is functioi1a.l seina.ntics initially 
associated to  a given object and how is any given prototype defined'? 
The recovery of the association of groups of features which identify a given function. How 
is i t  known that coilcavity suggests co~lt~ainability in an object? 
2.3 Choosing t o  Recognize by Interaction 
I t  addresses important issues in the  origin of knowledge and lnethodologies both  for learn- 
ing of new functions and extending previous objects definitions. Wha t  is it tha t  ~ugges t~s  
the  applicability of an object in a given task? Are the  physical properties sufficient or is 
t he  dynamic int,eraction and the  expectations necessary t o  describe it? 
The  recovery of prototypical objects identifying the most general expone~l t  in a class. 
Wha t  is the  granularity in the representation which is necessary t o  define a representat,ive 
in a class? 
2.3 Choosing to Recognize by Interaction 
Object recognition using a classifica.tion ba.sed approach requires tha t  feat,ures be recognized in 
objects by clustering them, indexing into a da ta  base. However, tha t  assumes t.llat me are able 
to: 
recover the relevant features from the  object, 
t ha t  the  features be relatively clean from noise bot,h a t  sensor level a.nd a.t object level 
(irrelevant detail), 
t ha t  the  recovered features be interpreted after the  modeling scllenlas have perforined 
appropriate da ta  reductions, 
t ha t  t he  recovered set lllatch sollle ~llodel  in the  da ta  base. 
t ha t  the  modeling schema chosen be appropriate. 
While all of the above restrictions seem logical and sensible, they impose i~la jor  collstraints on 
the recognitmion process. Testling for funct,ionalit,y in a given object provides for a considerable 
step forward in object recognition. I t  allows us t o  recognize objects based on their a,pplicahilit,y 
in a context rather than only on specific features. I11 a task-driven environment, which charac- 
terizes many  environment,^, such approach ]nay be possible when recognit.ion ent,ails some object. 
interaction. While it may not be a viable approach when attempting t o  classify objects in which 
no interaction is possible, it provides a methodology for qualificatioll of illaterial properties even 
in a natural  setting. In such case, testing for given functionalities, using experimental proce- 
dures (EP), will provide the ability of recog~lizing object properties essential t o  classification. 
Support  of the  application of EP's for the purpose of cla.ssifying objects and recovering 1na.terial 
properties is found in [Lederman and I<lat,zby, 19S7b; Lederman and I<la.t,zky, 1SS7a; I<lat,zli\ 
et al., 1987a; Sinha, 1992; Campos, 19921. 
Alternatively, tto explicitly intera.ct,ing with an ohject in order t,o det,er~lline its funct,iona.litsy, 
simulation could be carried out.  Such approach, however, would require a colnplete iuodel of 
the  object and the  result of the interaction. 
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2.3.1 Perceptual and Performatory Testing 
Perceptual testing, characterized by simple EPs, provides us with the possibility of recovering 
inherent and intended functionalities; however, it is in the performance of a ta5k to verify the 
applicability of an object that we are able to recover imposed functionality. Bajcsy [Bajcsy e l  
al., 19911 identifies the different type of testing as Percepiual Tests and Perfornratory Tests. This 
distinction further emphasizes the added ~ont~rihution of t,he interactive aspect. of t,he rec.overy 
process. 
2.3.2 Coarse Recognition 
Proceeding t o  recognize an object based on its functionality provides means of performing a. 
coarse recognition allowing to focus on it,s functional components rather t,l~an on all the deta.ils. 
Winston, in [Tiinst,on et al., 19841, notes the relevance of fuilctioilal descriptioil a.s a way 
to describe the object in terms of its relevant characteristics rather than trying to recognize an 
object across a.11 its possible ii~stant~iations. Thus, by focusing 011 the relevant component~s Ire 
might be able to recognize an object as a llle~llber of a class and the11 to key into the details. 
What it is suggested here, instea.d, is to proceed by testing whether the object in coiisider- 
ation has the functionalities wllich are characteristic of a chair. One would basically want to 
answer the question "can I sit on t,liis tiling?'. 
One could take two pa.ths to answer this question: 
a Observe an interaction: "A human sitting on it" or 
Test for specifics such a.s: 
- the object has a surfa.ce for support and it ca,n support. 's' alllolint of weight 
- the supporting surface is at. a. given heigbt from t.he ground 
- it has a. back side to it which call be leaned against. 
While it may be appealing to be able t o  recognize human behavior, it requires a. grea.t anlount, 
of additional representation and processing in order to analyze the scene. If, on the other haad, 
a system is int8eractiilg with a.11 object, it can co~ltrol the interaction and require less amor~nt. of 
representation and informatio11. 
The sequence of tests outlined above can be used to recogllize "chair" objects, wlrich with 
the added addit,iorl of support,, must have a ba.ck and a, support~ing surface loca.t,ed at a given 
height from the ground. The last step in the sequence already sets restrictions to  what. is going: 
to be consider a chair versus wl1a.t would be considered a, stool. However, in bot,h ca,ses, the 
notion that the object could be used for sitting may be recovered. 
If the chair where to be of rococo style t,hen once it was recognized to be a cha.ir, it could 
be further analyzed for specific feat,ures c11aract.eristic of cha.ir t8asonollly. This approach t,o 
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recognition could be  identified as a refinement process in which tests for fu~lctionality and 
taxonomy could be alternated. In fact,, some subcategories could have functional di~t~inct~ions.  
Thus,  the  virtue of functional recognition is presented here not in antithesis t o  classification 
methodologies, rather as an  integratioil to the  standard feature based recognition process. 
2.4 Interpretation and Semantic Attributioiz 
Any system in which t,axonomy alone is sufficient for recovering a functional propert,y, must, 
have some mneta-knowledge of the  functionality in terms of features and their relations. The  
associations of the  physical relations and the  use of an  object must have been formulated on the 
basis of pre-esisting kno~vledge provided to  the  system. 
Fitting the superqua,dric's para.meters which describe a bowl-shaped object, a.lloas only to 
hypothesize its function. I t  is only by the experimental ~erif icat~ion t11a.t. t,lle function of con- 
tainment can be associated with the features defining concavity. 
As humans we have acquired these relations through e~per imenta t~ions .  Sonle relations have 
learnt but  others inay have been discovered a t  dawn of time. Then they could ha.ve been passed 
on as a collection of esa.mples and respect,ive inethodology of investigation. 
The  name associated with a specific object implicitly determines strict requireillents for 
grouping of the fea.tures characterized in the prototype for a class. T h e  crit,eria, det,ermining the 
necessary and sufficieilt feat,ures must arise \vith respect to  relations between features. 
2.4.1 Difference of Interpretation in Active Definition 
While the se~nantics associated with a prototypical object is ba.sed on i ts  intended fuiict~ionality 
and i ts  ge~lnet~r ica l  nd material properties, its contest,ual interpretatioll inay vary. 
The  notion of t,he fi~nct,ional classification is relat,ive in the sense t,llat labels, defining the 
presence of a given functionality, may be applied only with respect t,o a given sensor/actua.tor. 
I t  inay be tha,t, an object be 1ifta.ble yet the  operation call not. be perforined 1vit.11 a specific 
manipulator. Furthermore, the ilot,ioil of something being liftable has reason t,o exist only in 
tlie cont,ext of an rnan ip~ la t~or  which call perforin t,lle action. Thus,  small lit,tle coins may he 
pickable per-se but do not. possess t.11a.t property if the operator can only use boxing gloves as 
end effectors. 
When i~nposed fuilctioilality instead of i~lherent functionality is considered, with respect to  
a new context, then a new interpretatio~l of the object may be derived. For example, a spoon 
may actually be used as a knife. While tliis may seem t,o be a drawback, it is this flesibility of' 
interpretation which defines one of major strengths of functiorlal classifica.tion. X system capable 
of performiilg this opera.tio11 is likely to  be more robust in ail uilknown environinent or in a.n 
environnzent of which litt,le is known. If the agent were in a situation \vhere the proper tools 
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were not available then i t  might consider any one object which could fulfill the requirements for 
the  task t o  be carried out.  Furthermore, if there were several tools, then a railking of the  tools 
could be  performed and the most appropriate one selected. 
2.4.2 Multiplicity of Representation and Inconsistency 
When classifying a n  object one would like the  properties which characterize i t  t o  be w e l l  defined 
and tha t  the  representation he unique. In terms of the properties of any given object, it is 
important  t o  observe tha t  while the geometrical and physical properties are absolute, they are 
intrinsic t o  the  object in a given environment7, its functional properties are relative in tha t  
they depend in part  on the  act,ua.tor which is performing the classification. This  nlay suggest 
a different procedural iilterpretation for the object pending on the manipulator wllich is being 
used and  how it is employed. Considering different il~anipulators with their idiosyncrasies, it 
might be impossible to make any sense of sinlilarity of the  task being carried out,. Thus  t.he 
specific steps involved in the recovering task for the  same fuilctionality when perforlned by two 
different manipulators inay differ. The  in~ t~an t i a t ed  primitives describing t,lie steps involved 
could yield quite different interpretations. 
For instance, a, la,rge bar may not be  eihher "grippable" nor "liftable" for sonle gripper, 
yet perfectly "grippable" nor "liftable" for some others. The  above property is re lafzve  to the 
actuator employed. Then,  in t,his relat,ive interpretatsioil scheme, we would be  met. wit,ll an incon- 
sistent conclusion. To avoid iliconsist~ency we can restrict t,he inability to  recover a functionalit,y 
with as a null reinforceinent instead t811an a negative one. Negat.ive reinforcement. for the lack 
of a given functiona1it.y is harder to  establish than posit,ive ones. I t  may be quite impossible 
in certain instances t o  prove that  a given functionality is not present in an object. I t  would 
require testing all possible approaclles and all possible handlings. For insta.nce, t he  inability to 
grasp something would not gua.rant,ee exclusion of the  existence some manipulator wllich has 
different parameters and for wl~ich grasping ca.n be performed. So funct,ional int,erpret8at,ion will 
be associated with the  context. in which it was determined. 
Multiplicity of repre~ent~at~ioii also arises froin the possibility of ac~hieving t,he goal for a given 
task using different grasps, different angles of a.pproach of a given tool with respect tso an  object,. 
Instead of placing all the  emphasis of the  classification on the paraineters characterizing an 
object, the  emphasis can he nleasured in terms of the  feasibility of the  goal completion. Clearly, 
there have t o  be some conxnon underlyirlg properties for a give11 function to  hold, but t.hese are 
7 ~ h J ~ s i c a l  properties are srtbject to the ellviroll~nent in which they are perceived. Thus, in order for t h e  descriptiolls 
to be meaningful there must be an associated description of the eilvironmeilt in which they were measured. Weight 
and temperature may be greatly differei~t and may loose of importance if ~rleasured at sea level, undertvat,er or in 
free-fall. 
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captured by the  actual feasibility of performing a given function. Thus,  one can classify objects 
in terms of their applicability for a specific function: 
Two objects are said t o  be functionally equivalent if they can be elllployed to 
accomplish the  same goal. 
Under this description one can classify objects in terms of equivalence classes of functions. This 
is quite interesting when considering both intended functionality and imposed functionality. 
Menlbers of a given equivalent class could turn  out to  be quite different. While, a.t first, this 
seems a major drawback it can be used as an advantage. Objects which are  radically different, 
bu t  which have reasons to  be associated t,ogether, are most informative in the  sense that  it. 
makes it easy to  disambiguated tlle causation for their association. Since the  reason for their 
association is known, they are functionally equivalent, what ca.n be recovered are act,ually the 
necessary fea,t,ures, expressible in t,erms of physical properties, which charact,erize tlle function- 
ality recovered. Specifically, if the objects in questions are two lla~lllners wllicll have minute 
differences, color and length of handle, one could perhaps infer tha t  neither att,ributes are essen- 
tial. However, if the tmwo bjects were a hallliner and a stone, then "hardness of material" and 
"manipulability" could be the ol~served cornnloli denominators? These two properties would 
much more representative of what chara.cterizes the  function of "hammering" ." 
2.4.3 Extracting the Concept from the Consensus 
T h e  process of extracting tlie concepl from separate experiences is reminiscent of t,lle tale of 
"Three Blind Men and A11 Elephant," . In this t,a.le the three men, who have never hea.rd of t,llis 
I)ea,st! are brought near the animal. Aft,er llaviiig hat1 a lit,t,le t,ime t,o get acquaint.et1 wit,h the 
animal, they a.re asked to  describe what it was they felt. Three different opiniolis and different. 
representations were reported. This tale tell us tha t  the  process of extracting an  interpretatio~l is 
clearly relativistic and rather nlyopic. All the acquired knowledge and definition of the  prot,ot,ype 
is relegated to  the  experiences t11a.t the recognition process was exposed to  and based on tlie 
model employed. I11 t,lle case of this t#ale no coillinon de~lomiilat,ors colild be discovered. This 
process  suggest,^ islie comp1esit.y of reaching a consensus without having any co111111o11 l<nowledge. 
The  que~ t~ ion  addressed is slightly different t,hen the one presei~t~ed t,o t,he three blind rllell of 
the story. We are asking \vl~ether a given function is present in the object ancl not \\,hat the 
object is. So by asking the sa.nie questions a.nd knowing t8he context of each recovery operation 
one should be a.ble to  determine ~ 1 l a . t  are t,he colnillon deiloillinat.ors and reach some consensus 
among different recognitioii systems. 
'This is approach is also known as inductive generalization. 
'We note that in this example "manipulability" is actually a type of f~nct~ionality. It supports t.he observation 
that object descript,ion mag involve further fi~llctional properties as well as physical properties 
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I n  the process tha t  we advocate tha t  recovery can be considered as extracting the  conseilsus 
for a description a t  two levels. 
By varying the  objects on which the  functionality test is performed. One considers the 01)- 
jects which could perform the functionality and compare them on the  basis of t,he coinnlon 
denominators. This  sllould recover what are the invariants anloiigst tlie different objects. 
This is a form of z~htra-characterzzalioi~ 
By considering different operators performing the same functionality test with a. given 
tool and  on similar objects (the experiment could not be repeatable). This could result 
in detecting the  invariants in the representations attained. This  would be some sort of 
inter-characte~izatio~~. 
We ca.n see immediately t.hat in order to  have a bett,er description a coillbination of both should 
be used. 
Thus ,  an  object can iiiitially be assigned to sonle class, perI1a.p~ being tlie only element. in 
such class. At a later stage, other objects can be assigned to  the same class. The  colnllloil 
denornillators of the  attributions, both physical and functional, will determine the prototype 
for the  class. One ca.n envision a long process by which several objects can be inserted in the 
class. This process call actually been considered as the  one yielding the  cl~aracterization for the  
object. I t  has,  furthermore, the additional benefit of suggesting how certain fea,tures may be 
actually be  identified as some of the essential descriptors for functionality. Aft,er a long process, 
concavity inay be identified as tlie geoilletrical prerequisite t o  containment. T h e  prot,ot,ype 
for a given class can t l~ei l  be assigned a syinbolic name, a 1a.bel. Such a label ilia? be quit,? 
different from the  la,bel assigned by any other recognition syst.ein. However, upon c,oillparing the 
characterizing invariants for a given class, consensus may be reached and a comnioii labels can be 
applied. T h e  two schemas may be merged into a colllmoil one. While t,he labeling may initially 
be representative of the  underlying functionalities and physical properties, the c11ara.cterizing 
taxonomical description associated with the name may eveiltually loose importance, perhaps 
being t o  cumbersome, and a complet,ely artificial 1a.bel might be attached I". 
10 As an aside observation, it might he t,llat the original na.rne could be realljr descriptive and t.llen in  the nse i t  
has lost the initial association and just becarrie a symbol. The name it,self now charact,erizes t.lle object and a search 
must be performed in order t,o recover the original discriminating function. Some of these names are onoinatopoetics 
and have preserved in their label the fuilction associated with them. (It would actually be int.erest,ing to see if t,l~ere 
is name identifying objects which have the function of which is most characteristic in them, same for smell, touch 
etc.) So should be some others with functions. Television is one of such instances where the name still defines its 
function. I t  was actually coined 60 denote the function. We do in general have a sense that if there is a function 
that is being performed by an object then for the name of the object in order to be descriptive, we should include a 
function connotation in its name. There are ot.her 0bject.s which have completely lost from their name the sel~lantics 
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Figure 1: Object interpretation: f rom Physical and Functional properties t o  Concept 
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For our purpose, however, the actual label attributed t o  a given object will not be relevant. 
T h e  relation with a "dict,ionaryn definition of the object is beyond the discussion developed in 
this paper. 
T h e  process described above can be represented schematically in Figure 1. When considering 
a tool or  and object to  be identified, it would be convenient to have some Feature Associatlor~ 
Criteria which would respond t o  the features recoverable from the  object and determine the 
corresponding functional attributions. Having obtained the functional properties of the  object, 
or tool, the  system could observe the  relation of the functional and physical properties of the  
object and provide and interpretation of the  object in the specific context. By recogniziilg 
tools in different contests a.nd observing the variability of the  tools in different contests perhaps 
extract the  prototypical definition of a. given tool. 
Wha t  appears clear in this process of interpretatioil and what will he the  focus of our 
attellti011 will be the establishing of the  association criteria t,o allow to  ext,ract a funct,ional 
description of the  object. We will discuss these later on. 
2.4.4 Dealing with a New Object 
When we are faced with labeling a "new" object, i.e.. one for which t8llere is no prot,ot,ypica,l 
definition, we observe i t  and interact with i t .  Often tinles the  cont,ext gives us the interpre- 
tation. An object in a hardware store could be some sort of tool, just as an item froin the 
kitchen drawer could be a piece of cutlery. In the  case, however, tha t  we were presented with 
something completely foreign, given without a context, and asked "what is it?" then we nrould 
proceed in different directions. Some of the analysis could be done by considering the the ma- 
terial properties and the geometrical components. Analogy and deduction would possibly be 
additional means used. If, however, the object did not have any resemblance to anything: fa- 
miliar then our description would be ba.sed on the underlying shape and physical propert,ies. 
Biederman, [Biederman, 19871, presents a do-$1-yourselfobject. This object does not reseillhle 
any familiar object. I11 his study when people were given pictures of these 11011-sensical 01,jects. 
These were immediately singled out, as having no description; and,  in fact,, having only parts  
description. After a while, analogy and associations lead them to make some tempora.ry asso- 
ciation of the  object as haviilg characteristics of some class or another even thouglr not being 
distinctly member of any. Similarly one could extend the  comparison t o  consider objects for 
which no direct functionality can he  associated with. I t  would he not, possible t o  really qualify 
it.. Thus ,  an object having no obvious application could be best described in t.erms of t . 1 ~  under- 
associated with them. This is the case with objects which are addressed by their brand names rather t.han by their 
original nomenclature. An example of this is the word "hoover" which ident,ifies t,he particular brand of vacuum 
cleaners. 
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lying geometrical and physical properties. However if it were tested with respect to a function, 
then one could evaluate its applicability or performance in the given context. Such evaluation 
would provide the object with functional attributions. 
If the object has no obvious application then it could be deemed as an obsta.cle or a "thing" 
with some properties. 
If there is a sudden surge for the application of such an object with the attributions recogi~ized 
then the applicability will be what characterizes the new object. In fact, a name might be coined 
for the the widget in question. 
2.5 Procedural and Declarative Coillpoileilts in Object Descriptioil I 
We conclude this section by addressing that both ~ o i n ~ o l l e i l t s ~ ~  in an ohject description must 
be recovered. The description of an object, used as a tool, should not only have a declara.tive 
but also a procedural component. The decla.rative componeilt characterized the geoinetrica.1 a.nd 
material properties and how they a.re structurally rela.ted to represent t,he funct,ionalit,y. The 
procedural component identifies how the object is to  be applied, the type of act,uator int,ended, 
and possibly the contests of applicatibility. 
Declarative ki~owledge encompass properties about the object, both inaterial and geomet- 
rical. The procedural component tells us how these properties receive meaning in the contest 
of a functional application of the object. The properties concurrii~g in an ohject description, 
and in particular its functionality, greatly depends on the underlying criteria used to order and 
group such properties. In our ca,se, we use the performatory aspect of the recovery process as 
a ineans of establishing the criteria under whicl~ the properties are to be organized. Thus, as 
pointed out in [Bajcsy e l  al., 19911, it is necessary to have both performa.tory tests as well as 
perceptual tests to recover both aspects that are characterized in objects. 
2.5.1 Top-down and Bottom-up Recovery 
In a pure bottom up approa.ch, while the syst,ein might be able to recover geometrical proper- 
ties, [G~p t~a . ,  19911, and niat~erial properties, [Sinha, 1992; Campos, 199'21, the underlyiilg criteria 
which allow us to group the properties into functional properties are not bottom-up recoverable. 
The reasoil is tha.t, a.s we have seen, the coiltexts a.nd manner of application 1ea.d t,o a st.ructure 
which yields the semantics of the grouping of properties defining a given functionality. I11 a sense 
we can perceive the bott,om-up portion as the process which allows speech recognitmion processes 
to  identify the different phonemes and group them into individual words. Just recovering the 
"The presence of both Procedural and Declarative I<nowledge in object description has been a common tenet of 
A1 for quite some time now. 
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individual separate words is insufficient t o  gain any understallding of their fuilction in a sen- 
tence. Language structures provide for both syntactic and semantic validity. In our case the 
top-down component must provide for a structured methodology for recovering the  procedural 
semantics of the  object, having recovered the material and geometrical propert.ies. 
Thus  we require some knowledge a priori. To assume none would imply: 
We are describing the  whole learning process from beginning of time. Tiial a7id error can  
hardly be considered a methodology especially if nothing is known about what the deszred 
goal is. 
We are not taking advantage of some of the knowledge already available. If the recognition 
process is t o  be able to  proceed and to  classify interactions, it must be able t o  recall previous 
interactioils results. 
T h e  recognition process is fully data-driven and no rules on interpretation are present. 
This is not proillising a t  all when considering functionality and the contest in which an 
object is used. 
The  methods described in the previous section were based on matching recovered propertries 
to  a prototype. Defining such a prototype provides for a frame of reference in which to  match 
the  recovered properties. It. also eliinina.t,es the  issue of e~t~ablishing the relevance of a property 
vis-a-vis its contribution in ca,pturing some aspect of functionality. Na,mely, requiring that. 
the  prototype for haininer nlust incorporate hardness, rigidity, prehensibility, etc. within some 
range of values, requires for t,be sys t e~n  to be able to  observe such pa,rameters. I t  can safely 
ignore other propertries ~vhich a.re only accidenta.1 in the instance being esamined. 
Attempting to  describe a general prototype capable of capturing every possible instant,iat.ion 
is however not possible. Considering all the possible coiltexts in which a. given function 1na.y 
be applicable allows us t,o recover a prot,otype may be too generic to  he  of any pract.ical 
purpose. Therefore, a prot.otype would need t o  be interpreted into a contest so t.hat. it may be 
possible t o  evaluate the functional attribution of an object in tha t  contest .  
The  alternative to  this prototyping is that  of learning the relevance of given properties in 
a fuilctional contest .  Namely, instead of knowing that  hardness is i ~ ~ l p o r t a ~ l t  for a ha.~nmer,  
precede by tryiiig t o  a.pply an  object as a hamiller having the espectat.ion of the  intmeract,ioil. By 
observiilg the effect,s vis-a-vis the  initial task expectations, one can determine the I-elevance of 
a property in the  performal~ce of the operatioil in a particular contest. 
2.5.2 Association Criteria 
The  process of associating properties and attr ibutes with a given object with t,lle goal of iden- 
tificat,io~l is based on a set. of association crit,eria. Tlle act,ual selection of feat,ures wllicl~ should 
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Figure 2: Association Criteria: "what goes with wlint ?' 
be grouped by these criteria and which are sufficient and necessary t80 represent, the object. 
constitutes a serious dilemma,. 
An approa.ch based on recognizing a.nd clustering of particular properties t,ha.t ca.n he con- 
sidered to  characterize a fuilctioll illust possess criteria for establishing such grouping, see Fig- 
ure 2. I11 a prot,otype approach, the underlying criteria which describe the set of propert,ies t.o 
be matched can be either implicit or explicit. In the first case, we would be interested ia just a. 
set of properties occurring; in the latter one mould coilsider the relat,ioils that these properties 
exhibit. 
This process would suggest that if it were possible to  cleanly identify both the fuilctiollal 
and physical properties of an object then we would be able to fully characterize it. While 
this approach is quite viable in an extremely limited domain, it beco~lles estreillely iillpractical 
when the description of all the features can not be cleanly recovered, suggest contradictory 
interpretation, or the ellvirolllne~lt is not too well structured. 
Some of the problenls are due to t,he fact that the clustered physical properties are interpreted 
in a limited domain. However, one could argue that a rock, for instance, could also be a llalllmer 
as well as a platform for support. This consideration suggests that given objects call have an 
extremely large set of functions associated with them. 
The problems of acquiring the properties call be grouped into t~vo cat,egories: the pi prr or1 
K~toruledge and the D a f a  Acquzsztzo~~ problems. 
The A priori ICnowledge problem addresses the question of ~vliat knowledge of the object is 
required in terms of recognizing it. After all we are lookiiig for specific features ~rhich sllould be 
present. The Data Acquisition problem considers the quality of the da.ta t#ha.t is acquired and 
how well it fits into a given rnodel(s). 
The process of property recognition, as stated so far, appears to  be quite limited and does 
not incorporate the philosophy of active recognition. It is, therefore, necessa.ry to redefine the 
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process shown in Figure 2 to incorporate such interactive component. As we have seen, such 
component is an essential requirement since while functionality can be associated with some 
material and geometrical properties, it is perfor~natory in nature and its irlterpretation can fully 
be evaluated in a dolllain which colllprises actions. 
2.5.3 Classification and Recognition 
We have given several instances about object recognition and classification. The interplay 
between recognition and classification further exemplify the relation between the performatory 
tests and the perceptual tests, also known as informatory tests. 
We distinguish two levels of tasks in relation to their goals. 
The first one has an action whose primary goal is not that of entirely cla.ssifying a. given 
object, but, that of recognzztitg whether a given object, possesses the suit,a.ble requirenielibs, 
i.e. a given fuilctionality, to be employed for t,he t,a.sk at hand. 
The second one has classif icatzoi~ as nlajor goal. Here physical as \ilell as functional 1>rop- 
erties are used as parameters in identifying a given object. Such identification is a very 
complex procedure. This differs froin the preceding instance where we simply look as tao 
whether a given object has a well-defined property or function. We now focus on test,iiig 
whether the object under obsermtion meet,s the criteria for a. given functionalit,y. 
This clepel~ds on our kno~vledge of the object, the environment and the action cvhich we are 
performing. The a.pproach could be directly that. of classifica.tion if t,lle functional a.t,t,ribut,ion 
of the object were fully known and if we were able to recognize the unique set of features which 
characterize it. While it might be clear the given set of fea.tures characterizing the physical and 
geometrical properties, it is not clear tha.t such set can uniquely describe all object,s having given 
the desired functional properties in all contests. Namely, while there is a finite set of fea.t,ures 
which we can consider being fundament.al to  the description of a given functionalit,\;, once sucll 
functionality is described with respect. to a particular context the initial set of features may be 
insufficient. This observation would lead to consider that perhaps it might be quite impossil~le 
to describe all the features to sat,isfy the functionality requireine~lts with respect, t.o all collt.est,s. 
Thus, while we might not have the ability to recover all the descriptors a priori t.hat define 
a particular functionality, we rnigllt be able to supply part  of the contest specific additio~lal 
constra.ints which would make the recovery possible. 
Further investigatioil is needed to exainine more in detail the relationship between classifi- 
cation and recogilitioil of objects and hoiv to classify functiona,l properties. In pa.rt.icular, ire 
would like to  see how the interactive experiences can be used t80 est,ra.ct. the invariant,s across 
different contexts of intera.ction. Smith, in [Smith, 19901, investigates how concepts and induc- 
tioils are related. Rosch, in [Rosch, 19'731, addresses the rela.tion between the internal st.ruct8ure 
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of perception and the semantic categories which can be formed. The process of investjiga.t8ing 
several contexts and the use of induction will allow us to  try t,o identify which are the ill~arialit~s 
describing the semantics of a given functionality. 
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3 Other Approaches for Recovering Functionality 
Up t o  this point we have discussed the  importance of functionality in the  represent.atjion and 
interpretation process, yet we need to  address a methodology for recovering functioilality in an  
object or tool. Before doing tha t ,  however, let us examine a few of the  approaches taken dea.ling 
with functionality and compare our approach t o  t8hem. 
The approaches taken recognize the  iinportance of relating the  function in one p a r t  in the 
object t o  some other. I t  is based 011 being able to recognize the  structural and functional purpose 
of the  components. The  importance of struct*ural components was first addressed by Brooks in 
ACRONYM, [Brooks, 19801. While not all of the following issues are addressed, t,llis list will 
provide a guideline for the analysis of the effectiveness of the  methods discussed: 
a Selection of properties which should be associated with a given component. 
a How many such properties are sufficient and how illany necessary? 
a How well do  the perceptual propert,ies need to be recognized in order for the the  inethod 
t,o be  a.hle t,o recover t,lle underlying fiinct,iona.litty? 
a Does a probability measure or a goodiless of recogilitioil need t o  be associated wit11 a set 
of c o ~ ~ ~ p o n e n t s ?  
a How well can we ha.ndle situation in which inore than one functiol~ality is present and t8he 
one tha t  we are trying to recover is not the  preeminent one? 
a How are structural and fuilctional coastra.ints propagated or imposed? 
If, on the  other hand, we could n c f z ~ i e l y  investiga.te t,he object t,lle~l we could t,ake advantage of: 
a The  active recogilition approa.cl1 
a Verify tha t  the  hyp~t~hesized functionalitmy is present, 
a Do away with some of the many strillgent requirements whicll illust be ava.ila.ble t,o provide 
for feature recognition. 
a Address perforlna,nce issues which in this context are never brought in question. 
a Characterize holv illuch of a given functionality illust be recoverable and actually be present 
before we can recognize i t .  
While the  perforrnatory approach does provide meails for verifying the hypotheses i t  is limited 
by the  problems which are inherent ill interactions. 
a Uncertainty and unreliahility occur in the  sensors. 
a T h e  observat,ioil of t,he int,eractioils is limited by our ability to  model the  behaviour of the 
system, by our vielviilg position, by our knowledge of the environment. 
3.1 Systems Recovering Fulictioliality 
The  specification of the actions which are to  be carried out  vary, even slightly, in different 
contexts. 
Properties other than only geometric must be recovered and hence EP's may be required. 
These are but a few of the  issues which we must be  concerned with in an  interactive approach. 
We will address how they can he  brough under control in the sections to  come. 
3.1 Systenls Recovering Functionality 
Work in the field of functionality was pioneered by Freeman, [Freeinan and Nemell, 19711. This 
work addresses the iinportance of functionality a,s ways of "devising artifacts to accon~plisl~ 
goals". While this paper briefly outlines the structural relations of coinponent,~ in a knife, 
handle and blade, t,he focus is that. of c~i ls t~ruct ing artifacts for a given fui~ct~ionalit~y, ra.t,ller 
than trying to  understand t>he functionality of an object. This approach is t,llat ~ ~ h i c h  is oft,en at' 
the  core of the  ivorl; done in constructiilg integrated circuits and alike. This a.pproa.ch addressing 
functionality can be  pa.ralleled to  the difference between the  approach taken in Rendering by 
Computer Graphics and in Recognizing by Co~npu t~e r  Vision. 
T h e  iinport.ance of t,he relation between structure and functionality is not  new and appea.rs as 
a p r o ~ n i n e ~ l t  a.spect in the description of the ACRONYM system, [Brooks, 19801. Lowry, [Lowry, 
19821, investiga.tes this relation only a t  a, conceptual level. I11 [Lowry. 19821 tlle author em- 
phasizes t,hat functioil must he represented as a hierachy of k i l~el~la t~ic  pri~nit~ives, fui~ctioilal 
primitives and ca.usa1 networks. F'urt,hermore, the  work points out the  relevancy of having 
both qualitative and quantitative reasoning to  determine the  relationship between structure 
and f ~ ~ n c t i o n .  T h e  issues in~es t~igate  focus on very basic questioils and probleins of this impor- 
tant  relation. Furtlienllore, this very relation between structure a.nd functioila.lit8y is effectively 
what we are at tempting t,o recover. 
We now look systellls which 11a.ve atternpted t,o recover object. fuilct~iona.lity rat,ller t.llaii 
construct it in them. 
3.1.1 Stark and Bowyer 90 and 91 
Stark and Bowyer, [Stark and Bowyer, 19901, apply a CAD approach to  function recognition ill 
t,he "chair" domain. This is an interesting approacl~ for it ide~lt~ifies t,hat, at,t,ei~t,ioii should be 
given t,o recognition of relation between parts of an object. and the  functioil t ha t  sucll relat9ions 
describe. 
I t  ha.s appeal t,o the recog~lit,ion and c.la.ssificat.ion process for it seeins not t,oo concernetl \vit,ll 
specific geonletrical considerations. The  approach, however, uses planar descriptions. Although 
the  idea of recognizing t,he relations between parts  is a viable one, t,he implemeiit.at,ion is hand- 
icapped in this application t o  evaluate relations based on planar models. There are,  however, 
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many instances which can't be described in terms of planar patches - a chair wit,h a convexit,y 
in the  seat  and a back with several steaks which do allow back support ( a  dining rooin chair for 
instance). 
This  observation highlights the funda.mental difference between a.n interactive approach, as 
we propose here, and one which is based on recognized features. The  major differences stem3 
from the  ties with the modeling schema chosen as well as the consideration tha t  the approa.ch 
only really furthers the  hypothesis but  does not allow for its verification. An object is provided 
and decomposed into planar patches and relations between the parts  is then examined. Assu~ning 
for now tha t  the  perceptual process provides clean objects which are easily decomposa.ble using 
the  particular modeling schema, the problem of the verification is still open. Is the object in 
question really endowed wit,h the functionality which we hypothesize? Can it really be used in 
a given task? Clea.rly if all physical properties were recoverable from the  object and were either 
indexable or rnodelable then one could claim that  the  actual performance of the task would add 
nothing further the  knowledge of the functionalit,y of t,he given object,. However, in pract,ice it. 
is extrenlely conlples to describe models, physical and dynamic, \vhic11 fully account for large 
cla.ses of objects. 
Furthermore, members are categorized, or subcategorized according to the classical approac,h 
t o  categorization, [Smith and Medin, 19811, i.e. a.s nze~nber and ?)on-nzember. I t  would seem ,a t  
first, illogica.1 t,o approach t8he problem by considering certain object,s "more" cka lr  t81iaii 0t~11ers. 
Yet such evaluation provides nlore insight when objects which are not. fully cl~aract~erizal~le by 
a given functionality rnay be satisfying some of the requirements. h bed, for inst,ance, ca.n he 
seen a s  some sort. of chalr. Where this interpretation is more interesting is when t.he object 
in question does not have intended functionality. Namely any object with a sharp edge could 
be used as a screwdriver: "How many times have some of us used a dime a.s a screwdriver 
?" Yet when presented with a knife, we ilninediately decide tha t  the dime would probaljly be 
less applicable than the  knife might be. So, given a set of objects, the issue of performa.nce 
evaluation becomes a necessary one, especially when we are given the option of using different 
ones. 
In  t,he approach present,ed, a distance from the  prototype would have t,o be ii~t~roducetl. 
Furthermore, the  description of the  prototype presented here does not illclude or address issues 
of material properties of the object. 
In [Stark and Bowyer, 19911 the approach has been extended t o  co~lsider pa.ramet,erized 
geometric models as investiga.ted by Brooks in the ACRONYM s y ~ t ~ e i n ,  [Brooks, 19801 . 
3.1 Systems Recovering Functionality 
3.1.2 Brady 83 
While the  work presented in [Brady, 19831 does not specifically present a fui~ct~ion recovery sys- 
tem i t  sets the  stage for the  work which was developed in papers discussed below. I11 particular, 
it points out  some key questions which need to  be addressed when recovering a. functionalit,y. 
T h e  emphasis is set on the reasoning which connects perception to  action. In  particular the 
type of things tha t  a robot is required t o  know and how it is t o  use i ts  knowledge t o  perform 
iilteractions with the  enviroament. Knowledge of conceril addresses geometry, forces, process, 
space and shape. Its doinain involves the  usage of tools. 
I n  particula.r, t.he aut,hors esamiile the functional descript,ion of objects which either do not 
greatly differ or which are estrenlely specific in their application. ' r he  concern is the interplay 
between the use or recognition of a tool and constraints on the use of tools. In one instance, 
shape variations, 10 kind of hammers, is considered. 
When dealing with particular doinains and extreinely specialized tools, t he  initial guess may 
actually 1ea.d astray. A tenet proposed here characterizes the  strong relation of t3001s shapes and 
the  functions whicll t>hey a.re meant. t,o describe. " T o o l s  h a v e  fh,e s h a p e  t h e y  d o  rn o r d c r  f.o soloc 
s o m e  problein t ~ l h r c h  zs d i j j i cu l t  or. t n ~ y o s s r b l e  t o  so lve  ,wrth 171or.e g e ~ z e r a l l y  ~ ~ s e f n l  f o r 1 7 ) ~ " .  
I11 one of the experinlent report,ed t,he initial hypotheses suggest tha t  t,he t.001 should have 
been some sort of crank. A closer illspection by the vision systenl revealed t811at act,ua,lly, where 
there should have beell a socket to be used t o  insert the crank, there were act,ually blades 
which indicated a screwdriver. The initial hypothesis was act,ually wrong. In t,his approach 
the dis~rimiilat~ing feat>ures were available to  t,he vision system and hence disambiguat,ion could 
be performed. This consideration further emphasizes the  need for a verifica.tion process I ~ o t h  
t o  corroborate t,he initial hypotheses and t o  fill in informa.tion wlrich ~nigli t  ot811er\vise not he 
available. 
They also investtigate t8he relation I~et~ween certain shapes and the  funct,ious t.hat, such sha.pes 
are illeant t o  absolve. They address the asymmetry in wrencl~es. They ask very fundalnenta.1 
questions about the  relation between shapes and applications. Such investigation, however, in- 
volves a high level of cognit~ioii tha t  is important for relating aspects of physical laws applications 
to  functional requirements wl~ich are desired in tools. 
3.1.3 Brady et al. 85 
In [Brady e l  a / . ,  19851 the authors developed a. system, Mechanic's Rlat,e, int.ended t.o assist a 
handyman ill tmlle generic construction and a.ssemhly work. While the focus is t,hat of stuclying the 
interplay between planning and reasoning, they introduce a number of higher order structures 
and assign functional significance t.o them. Tools form a family t,ree. One can the11 choose t'he 
right tool for the job by treating t,llis tree a.s a fa.mily t,ree. Plans a.nd Tools forill a. fa.n~ily tree 
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in which new plans and tools are derived from old ones by being patched. 
The goals inverstigated are: (1) plam~ing and reasoning (2) geometric representation of tools 
(3) qualitative and quantitative representations of the dynamics of using tools, fasteners and 
objects 
They note the importance of understanding of geometry in connection with understanding 
of naive physics of forces and causation. "Only so much force can be applied in mating parts 
without welding or jamming them. Pushing hard on a surface can damage it but not pushing 
hard enough can be ineffective for inscribing, polishing, or fettling." 
The main emphasis is that of investigating high order geometrical struct.ures and t,heir func- 
tional interpreta.tion. High order structures are context independent. However, this requires 
quite an ability of abstracting the components which define these structures. 
They conclude pointing out ways in which a tool may be applied to  either ext,end it,s ap- 
plicability or to properly apply it.. They note the importance of cliangilig directions of forces, 
torques and impulses and deriving ways of transmitting forces between part,s. The t~echniques 
for changing directions are physics based: level and fulcrum, pulleys, canls. To change the ways 
of transmitting forces part,icular mechanisms such as links and gea.rs must, he used. 
This investigation, quite consonant with the previous investigation [Brady, 19831, provides 
quite a degree of insight but takes place at a high level of abstra.ction given that no mechanism 
is given for instantiation. 
3.1.4 Connell and Brady 87 
I11 [Connell and Brady, 19871 the authors describe a system ~vhich learn two dimensional object 
shapes by using a subst,ant.ially modified version of Winston's Analogy progra.111. In it. t,he 
authors consider the applicability of tools in an i i i~iouat ive  way. 
The representatioil chosen, semantic nets, is very appropriate for describing structural rela- 
tions and graycoding is introduced as a way to define a metric betkt~een semantic a n d  sy~nbolic 
description. If, however, t,lie esamplars used are not fully representative then t,llere might. be 
gaps in the concept. 
The primary interest of the work is t11a.t of understanding the int.erplay bet,weeii pla.nniilg 
and reasoning leading to the understanding of the relation between form a.nd function. 
Instead of learning that a certain geometric structure is labeled a hammer, they focus on 
learning that something which has a graspable portion and a striking surface can be used 
as a hammer. The two functional concepts are defined geometrically in terms of t,he shapes 
representations. The graspable portion should have a description like the hammer handle. 
Faced with the hai~li~lerirlg task but no han~mer the systenl can try matching the llaillmer 
sha.pe descriptioii to t , l~at of any available tool. A close match  suggest,^ t811a.t the object inay 
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be adapted as a hammer. The  program would, then, note tha t  a screwdriver mould provide a 
suitable match. 
They taught the system the  grasping and the striking r eq~ i remen t~s  and provided positive 
reinforcement for explicitly telling the  program what constitutes a graspable and a striking 
surface. Thus,  a prototype iilcorporating both the  structural and functional definition was 
available. 
They note tha t  "the advantage of providing a functional description of a hammer is t,ha.t 
the  system can improvise". This freedom must then be controllable by having either a strong 
descriptioil of a prototype which characterized the  underlying functional structure of the object 
or a way in which tha t  applicabilit,y can be verified. 
They conclude by noting tliat t,his approach lea.ds t,o some means of relat,ing func18ioil and 
form bu t ,  as the  authors sta.te, ".. Plainly there is much to  do." 
3.2 Addressing Issues in a Theory of Fui~ctioilality 
In t8his section we discuss the work of [Davis, 19911 a.nd [Allen, 19841. Both works iilvestigated 
focus on very abstra,ct de~cript~ion of actions. 
3.2.1 Allen 84 
Allen, in [Allen, 19841, investigate a General Theory of Action and Time. The  formalisr~l, I~asetl 
on temporal logic, allows t o  characterize different type of events, processes, actions and proper- 
ties. T h e  char a.cteriza.t,ion iilvestigated addresses a.ctions and intended act,ions as expressed in 
English ~ent~ences .  Such for~llalism is t,hen developed into a framework for planning in a clynamic 
world where there a.re unexpected events and other agents. 
T h e  approa.ch is quitje in tere~t~ing since it points out t,he necessity of focusing on the  temporal 
aspect and sequeilcing of actions. The  attention is developed toward the  de~cr ip t~ion f plans in a. 
changing world. The investiga,tio~l of the dyllainic aspect of the  world is performed wit,li respect. 
t o  what is present in the world at. the time of the generat,ion of t.he p1a.n ancl ho~v t.o 11a.ntlle 
changes in the  environment. This investigation is conlnlon in the A1 comnlunity a.nd it is quite 
important .  I t  is necessary t o  have a, current and consistent. view of what. is t.he eiivironment 
in which a n  agent is t o  interact with or move about.  In the case tha t  changes occur t,hen it is 
important  to  be able to  adjust t o  such changes and to  take appropriate steps. 
While the  concern for a changing eiivironnlent is rather important such investigation is t,oo 
general for addressing t,lle problellls \vllicll me must address. On the  ot,ller Iland, it point8s out, 
t ha t  one nlust account for the  possibility of some unexpected event tBo t.ake pla.ce. 111 our case, 
~ ~ n e x p e c t e d  events are not. caused by "miscliievous" agent. playing tricks h u t .  rat.lier by our la.ck 
of knowledge or inahi1it.y to  fully model t,he environinent in which t,he i~lteract,ioil is t.aliing place. 
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3.2.2 Davis 91 
T h e  paper studies how the cutting of one solid object by another can be described in a formal 
theory. Two alternative first-order representations are discussed. T h e  first one views an  object, 
as gradually challging its shape until it is split, a t  which the original object ceases to  exist and 
two new objects come into existence. The  second focuses instead on chunks of material which 
are part  of the  overall object. A chunk persists with constant shape until some piece of it is 
cut away. Davis proved that  they are sufficient t o  support simple common sense inferences 
algorithms. 
T h e  two theories can be differentiated as follows: 
First theory: a t,arget being cut by a blade retains its ident,ity, but  cha.nges its sha.pe I . I ~  
t o  the  nioment t,ha,t it falls illt80 pieces. O~lc,e it coines int,o t,wo p a r k ,  t,lle origina.1 t,arget, 
ceases to  exist a.nd ea.ch piece becomes a new object. This is lnuta,ble object theory. I t  
addresses a point "what coilstitute a change in an object." If the object is cut ,  change, 
if the object is filed down to  a small object, t,he identity of t.he object re~na.ins t,lle same. 
Three kind of changes are identified: the shape of object is cut away, the  object conles into 
existence, and the object ceases t o  exist. The  dynamics of the theory consist primarily of 
specifications of the circumsta.nces and extent of the changes. 
Secoild theory: the "immutable chunk", viewing all three types of changes - creation, 
destruction, and change of shape - as consequence of a singe txpe of cha.nge: tlest~ruct~ion 
of material. 
We note tha t  these t,heories outline the importance of dealing with change in the object. 
I t  reflects our concern with the  observability of the intera.ction. Tlie theories characterize the 
intermediate stmates tha t  t.a.ke pla.ce during a cutt,ing process a.nd the  geomet,ric rela.t,ioils between 
the  shapes and lnotions of the  bla.des and targets. 
T h e  following lilnitatio~ls are pointed out.  A cutting operation works by removing and 
destroying of the  material of the ta.rget in the  path of the  blade (pushing it aside) in reality. 
It deals only with the  killenlatics of cutting, relations ainong the  positions and the sllapes 
of the  objects iavolved, not with its dyna.~nics, forces and velocities required for cut,t,ing. A 
dynamic theory of rigid objects useful for cornmoilsense inference is still much a.n open prol~lem 
(see [Davis, 19901). 
T h e  major restrictions are! however, t ha t  t8he algorithm ca.lculat.es t,he result of cutt8ing given 
complete knowledge of objects and tha.t the object is not subject t o  alteration or deformations. 
If this tlieory is t o  be of use in the real world, rneans must be suggest,ed or provided so tl1a.t 11011 
complete objects representa,tions may be handled. 
After having observed all of the above, we note tha t  what [Davis, 19911 is actually doiilg 
is presenting a. higher level description of a. process which has been modeled hy mecha.nical 
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engineers for quite a while, see [Dieter, 1961.1. 
This  a.nalysis does, however, reflect the  need t o  establish bot8h a symbolic descript,ion of tmhe 
interaction expressing a functionality and the  ability to  map it t o  a cont.ext. 
3.3 Comments 
We have incorporated observatiolls in each of the papers examiiled in this sectioil but  we would 
like to  emphasize some of the  stringent assumptions: 
All conclusions regarding the object's functionality are based on the  geometrical properties 
of the object,. No consideratioil is ever bought in regarding the other liiaterial properties. 
The  coinparison is ba.sed on a prototype approach match. Too often t,lle prototype defini- 
tion ca,n ilot a.ccommodat.e for variation in pa.rameters, no11 exact rnat,ching and is st.rict,ly 
dependent of the existence of a valid prototype. Such prot,otype recovery is oft,en quit.e 
complex, [Smith, 19901. 
T h e  prototype approach brings in implicitly a contest of application in the  case of [Brady 
et  al., 1985; Connell and Brady, 19871. While the iiltroductioil of the contest as the only 
possible locus of interpretmation, no  attempt is made to  address how and if t he  prot,otype 
could be applicable to  a different context. Maybe a fuiictional inappiilg of the prototype 
to different contexts is what. should be provided. 
The  functioilality of the object is iinplicitly specified in the  geometrical struct.ure of t,he 
prototype. No assertion is inade about the wa,y tlhe object is t.o be a.pplietl. [Brady el. (I,/.. 
198.51 ~neiltioils the  possibility of recogniziilg a screwdriver for the  purpose of hammering. 
However, it is not c1ea.r ]low much one should relax tlie initial mat8cliing const,ra.ints in 
order to  classify the screwdriver as a llaminer. Furthermore, no  mention is made on how 
sensitive such constraint ,~ mould be to niissclassificatioi~. 
T h e  intended user is not specified. I t  is iniportailt t ha t  tlie user be specified in t,lle wa.y 
t,ha.t t,lle t,ool is going t,o be applied. The  way that  a t,ool should be applied neecls t80 
be specified so that  the11 it, call be t.ranslated in t,he appropria.te user a.pplicat,iot~. 14'hile 
this problein does not occur if no int.eract,ion is required, t,he applicat.io11 of a t.ool is wit,h 
respect both t'o an  intended user hut also the current user. Such c ~ n t ~ e x t  depe~lde~lcy must, 
be always addressed when int,eract.ing with the environment,. 
The  perforinatory component is nlissing and the  prototype is given so tha t  just lilatching the 
geometrica.1 propert,ies is considered sufficient by the authors for the ma.tcliing. This approacli 
brings about a f i~nda.~neat,al  quest,ion about. t,he approa.ches: " c a n  an object  be recoy11l:ed 20 h a 7 ~  
a p n r f i c u l a r  fu11.ctto11 0111y fi.v.112 gev~ i l e t r z ca l  .s iructur.eP' .  A fundamenent.al belief clevelol~ed here 
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is that geometrical properties, while necessa.ry are not sufficient to determine the funct.iona.1 
behavior of an object. 
4 Toward a Formalism for Expressing Functionality 
We have investigated functional characterization, in section 2 and then identified tlie compo11ent.s 
which should appear in an object description addressing functionality. In section 3, then we 
looked a t  other approaches t o  functionality recovery. 
From our current investigation it appea,rs clear tha t  it is necessa.ry to  describe a t,ask for 
the  recovery of a particular f~inctionality in a manner tha t  observation and verification can be 
carried out interactively. 
T h e  actions which describe the performatory cornpollent of a fu~lct~ion ~rlust  have a very well 
defined order. They must take into account the time in which this interaction is carried out .  
They must be able t o  describe the  observation of interactions which can not be fully modeled. 
Hence a the  description of the  interactio~l and the actions themselves must be describable in 
terms of continous, r~~ l i en  full rllodeli~lg is possible, and discrete st,a.tes, rvllen only t,ransit8ions 
between sta.tes of the  system are observable. 
I t  is necessary that  the description of tasks themselves provide for addressing observabilit,y 
through different sensor modalities. They inust also handle an environmeut in which not all 
events and the time of their occurreilce might. be nlodelable and predict.able in advance. For t,he 
time being, events denote the occurrence of state-variable changes that  are signif cant enough 
t o  warrant a new s ta te  in the system. Later on we will extend a.nd clarify t,he ~lot,ioil of event,. 
Existing formalislns express only some of the required components for describing the t,ype of 
tasks which we are interested in. 
Furthermore, a formalism, in order to  preserve its expressiveness and i ts  generality, must not 
be inlbued with domain specific co~lst.ra.int~s. We present a. metrhodology for inst~ant,iating a.nd 
transforming the abst-ract task into a specific contest .  We approa.ch t,he instmantiatmion problein 
by describing a process which can progressively introduce constrailits and transform and bind 
high-level description of a task to specific values. 
Once  constraint,^ have been introduced, the actual task,  describing the  intera.ction a.pt to 
recover and verify t'he presence of a particular functionality can be carried out,. 
The  approach which is outlined by the  recovery process can be described as a task oriented 
approach in tlie sense tha t  the tasli establishes the aspects which sllould be invest,igat,ed. 
We begin this sectioil Ily outlining the importance of having a formalism suit,al~le for t,asli 
description. Then proceed by rela.ting a.nd identifying co~nponents in itask's descript.ion, inst.an- 
tiation and recovery processes. 
T h e  process describing t,he recovery procedure is made even illore complex since, as we 
have noted, fiinctionality is perf~ri l lat~ory in nature,  recovery process itsself call not he  cleanly 
separated from the act.ual functional description. A process for recoverying a 3D descril~tion, 
on the  other hand, can be expressed independently froin the  object whic.1~ is t,rying to recover. 
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T h e  main thrust  of this outline is tha t  pointing out why it is necessa.ry tlo have a powerful 
formalism which can express the performatory component both of the  function description and 
of the  recovery process. 
4.1 The Need for an Appropriate Formalism 
We need t o  be  able to  observe an interaction being carried out ,  t o  handle uncertainty hot,h 
a t  sensor-modeling level and a t  object-modeling level. We would like a formalisill to describe 
the  interaction irrespective of the  manipulator which is utilized, of the type of object modeling 
schema chosen, and be capable of integratiilg different type of sensors employed as observers. 
Furthermore, we ivould like it to provide a means to describe how a lligh-level task description, 
as provided by a pla.niier, ca.n be instantiated into a specific domain. This  requires means of 
translating syilibolic descriptioils of spatial relations, te~iiporal  descriptions, force ancl accelera- 
tioils into actual values wllicli call be clperated on in a specific environment. 
Since an  interactive process is dynamic in nature we begin by looking a t  ways in tVhich the 
dynamic cornpollent of the  in terxt ion should be incorporated into a. forinalisiil toget,her \cit,h 
the  other aspects listed above. 
1ntera.ctive processes involving a maaipula.tor, a, tool and objects have been in the  domain of 
Robotics and Mailufacturillg for a long t,ime. The  behavior of such syste~lls  has bee11 modeled 
using either linear or non-linear dyila~liic systems according to Classical Control Theory, [Reid, 
19831. T h a t  has been possible because the s ta te  of the systertl wheri t he  tasks are carried out. 
could have been predict,ed and the behavior of t,he system could have be observed throt~ghout 
the  operation. 
If the  environment, (object, manipulator, and tool) can be fully lllodeled we could ern11lo-y 
the formalisms provided by Coiltilluous Variable Dynamic Systenls Theory (C'VDS), as pointed 
out in [Ho, 19891. I11 t.hese systems we could illode1 contilluous changes in the st.at,e of t.he syst.em 
by using differential or part,ial different$ial equat,ions. 
Uncertainty, external observability, uilpredictability of behavior and non-det,erillinisttl rule 
out the use CVDS t o  niodel t8he process. Furtliermore, if changes occur a t  discrete periods in 
time and i t  is not possible t,o fully illode1 the process(es) which lead t o  occurrence of events. 
then a different approach needs to be employed. In such instances, processes are described 
in terms of events rather than use contiiil~ous functions. This allows issues of observahility, 
non-determinism, and uncerta.inty with respect. t o  occurrence of these eventms to he addresses. 
T h e  approach for describing the behavior of a dynamic system fa.lls into the donlain of Discrete 
Events Dyna.mic Systems theory. 
T h e  reason for t,he e ~ i s t ~ e n c e  of the different fornlalisms for DEDS is t,lla.t of ensllring t.he 
a,ppropriate behavior of a syst,em by inea.ns of a,ppropriate cont,rol, a.s point,ed out. in [I<08e~li6, 
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19921. Properties which are investigated are either qualitative, e.g. logical  DED,S, and quanti- 
tative in nature, e.g. t in led  o r  p e r f o r ~ n a ~ ~ c e  DEDS. The former may a.ddress issues of st.ability, 
convergence, correct use of resources, correct event ordering, deadlock prevention, liveliness, etc. 
and the latter issues of performance. 
As there is no unified theory for DEDS, [Ho, 19891, supporting all desira.ble aspects, we 
base our description for our forlnalisin on the general not(ioi1 of DEDs and coinbiile the desired 
aspects from different areas and accrue some them to fit our goal. 
In particular we will consider some aspects from DEDS based on the following [Rama.dge 
and Wonhain, 19891, [Sobh, 19911, [Ostroff, 19921, [Cameron and Lin, 19911 a,nd [I<oSeckA, 19921, 
and adopt the terminology of control theory as a way to express the behavior of our system. 
[Ramadge and TWonha.m, 19S9] illtroduces tlle basic t,heory of DEDS 
[Sobh, 19911 addresses issues dealing with uncertaiilty in DEDS and presents soille exaill- 
ples in which proba.bility mea.sures have been introduced for handling t.he ui1certaint.y. 
[Carneron and Lin, 19911 focuses on the Real-Time Temporal Logic issues of Events and 
Actions Systems, (RTTL-E/AS). Thus, bringing into view the necessity of binding time 
co~lstraiilt,~ and t.empora.l dependencies into DEDS. 
[Ostroff, 19921 a i d  [I<oSeclG, 19921 survey different type of formalisms for DEDS. The 
former revie~vs forlnalisin connected to the design of real tiine systelns wliile the latter 
analyzes primarily DEDS both of the type presented by [Ramadge and MTonham, 19891 
and in the contest of RTTL-E/AS. 
If we focus on tasks as act,ioii compositions, t,hen we can consider tllte propert,ies t,hat t,a.sks 
are meant t,o express rather than t,he lllethodology \vhich is used to colnpose t,he act,ions in order 
to  express a, meaningful task. In otJher words, the forma.lism which we are proposing presupposes 
the e~ist~ellce of a. high level planner which orders t,lle a.ctions. 147. will furt,her elaborat,e t81iis 
point at the very end of t,he section. 
The propert.ies of t.asks, mllich we are interested ill, investigate tlle presence of function- 
ality in different tools. Thus, while t,he formalisin can be employed t o  espress int,era.ctions 
in a manipulator-tool-object eilvironment, we will restrict our attent,ion to those tasks which 
investigate funct.ionalit8y. 
4.1.1 The Role of the Observer and Origin of Non-Determinism 
The observatioil of the system is characterized ill terlns of discrete events which migllt not be 
rnodelable a.t. every point. in t.ime because there might be no clear descript.ioi1 of t,he environment,. 
In t-he case tha.t it. were so percepl~t~al iasing may occurr; na.mely, t8he observer might not he 
informed a t  all tiines of tlle sta.te of the system because: 
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the  in t e ra~ t~ ion  may not be observable by a particular sensor, since occlusion ]nay occur; 
the  sensor may not he  able t o  measure the  values, outside the  range of its perception; 
the in t e rx t ion  may take place in an  area not currently monitored. 
Even in a constraint environment, lab or manufacturing environment, certain aspects are 
best characterized in terms of events. Observation allows independence in nlonitoring both for 
feedback purpose as well a s  for verification of task being carried out .  Changing a. t,ask may 
require different means of observability. In the  case tha t  the observer is separate fro111 the  plant, 
n o  procedural change may be  required in the architecture of the plant if an observer is added or 
removed. Clearly t,he sequence of t,ransformations which could replace, add,  or  simply reinove 
an  observer inust not  jeopardize the controllability and ohservability of the  plant. 
When inore than one event. can t.ake place at. any inst,ance of tvit,hin a, part.icular interva.1 in 
time, non-determinism is introduced. Non-deternlinism is introduced since 
tlle enviroiimeiit iilay not he  always fully modelable; 
the  knowledge of the intera,ctioli may not be complete; 
the  events which can take p1a.ce a t  ally given time may be both colitrollable and uncon- 
trollable. 
An abstract description of an interactive task nlust be nlappable to a specific contest. In 
such context we must be able to  lllonitor t,he progress of the opera.tioi1 and thus cont,rol it,. 
Therefore, to he  able to  carry out a task we need to  develop a formalism which is powerful 
enough to  describe observers, inodel non-determinisin, and handle uncertainty. 
4.2 Closing the  Interaction and the Interpretation Loops 
Having identified what kind of colnponents the fornlalism should include, we can now proceed 
t o  describe how a task is a,ctually expressed in terms of the system in which it is to he performed 
and the  observer(s) ti~hich are both to  provide feedba.ck and t,o evaluate the  perfornlance of t.he 
task. 
Having noticed t,he role tllat the  observer perforins and we can dist.inguish an z112eritnl and 
an ezterital observer. In the former, the purpose is tha t  of monit.oring t,he st,a.t.e va.riables ant1 
provides feedback control t o  drive the system. In the  lat ter ,  while the observation of t,he s ta te  
of t,he system could be used as feedback, it.s main funct,ion is t,hat of providing verificat,ion of 
the hypothesized int,erpret~a.t,ion. 
Thus,  we can see t,lla.t observat.ions close two loops, see Figure 3,  one for t,hc int.erpret~at~ion 
and the  other for t,he interact,ion. 
A task then can be thought as being mapped t,o the ir~teractioli structure and the  ill- 
terpretation struct,ure. The purpose of tShe interaction structure is c1ia.ra.cterized most,ly hy 
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Figure 3: Closing the loop in the Interpretation and in the Interaction. 
controlling the  behavior of the plant. This structure characterizes the performance of the es- 
periment. The  iilterpretatioil structure addresses the observation of the  behavior of the systenl 
with the  purpose of verifying t,he expected results of the  interaction. 
While the  interactive st,ructure might be modeled by a. CVDS, we ~vill not propose t,llis 
approach for t.he reasons pointed out in the previous section. The  interpret,ation struct.ure, on 
the  other hand, falls clearly under the  paradigm of DEDS. [Sobh, 19911 uses the  observer to 
drive the  robot's mourlted camera to gain a better viewing position. He presents an open- 
loop architecture. Many other authors have presented a closed-loop architecture hut  tshe 11lai11 
purpose was taliat of controlling the  system behavior. 
In our case, we coilsider how, actually, two loops sllould be employed. I t  is only by closing 
the  interpretation loop that. we can a.ccomplish the  verification t.ha.t the e~pec t~a t~ io i i  of t,he 
interactions can be met.  
4.3 Mapping a Task to the Iilterpretatioil and the Illteractioil Struc- 
tures 
Expressing a task both in terms of the interaction and the associated interpretation allo~vs us 
to  further focus on the fundalnental difference between the purpose of the two structures. 
4.3.1 The Interpretation Structure 
T h e  intpretation structure defines the expected results associated with events wliicll are to 
occur in the  system. This process of verification allows the  observers t>o step t.hrough a. No11- 
Determini~t~ic  Fiilite Automaton, NDFA, as described by the  theory of DEDS. Pa.ths denote the 









Figure 4: Mapping a Task for testing functionality into an Interpretation and Interaction Structure 
developlne~lt of the  t,ask and provide an  event by event description of t,lle behavior of t,he syst,em 
vis-a-vis the  expected behavior. Thus,  a task can be thought as of being mapped t.o a. NDFA 
in which each s ta te  has associated the expected s ta te  of the systein after the event. 
Measuring the  "distance" between the expected and observed s ta te  allows t o  deterilline and 
verify whether t,he desired behavior of the  system is being pursued. Considering t,he pat.11 from 
the  initial t o  the ending state allows the iilterpretation and verification of the validity of the  
initial hypothesis and also attribution of both a qualitative and quantitative measure to the 
interaction observed. 
We can distinguish the  following coll~ponents: 
req the REQUIREMENT describes the initial state of the systein in terms of espectations 
str t,he STRUCTURAL defines a. net of event,s, t,he NDFA, describing t811e expec.t,ed flo~v of t,he 
task. 
obs t he  OBSERVERS identifies a. set of sensors which can be mapped to  t,he trallsitioii in the 
net. T h e  purpose of these sensors is t,llat of observing the part,icular eventas. The  map- 
ping function which associat.es particular sensors to specific trailsitio~ls in the net. is 1vlla.t. 
characterizes the task description in the interpretation structure. 
evl the EVALUATION allows for each node in the trailsition to measure the qua.lity of the ma.t,ch 
between the  observed and the  expect s ta te  of the  system after said transit.ion. 
4.3.2 The Interaction St ruc ture  
T h e  interaction st,ructure must address t,he behavior of t,he system and it,s cont8rolla.bilit,y. Tlie 
observations provide feedback inforillation to the controller that  can t11e11 guide the behavior of 
the system. We require the followii~g components: 
3.4 The Instantiation Process 
req - the REQUIREMENT for the action to  be performed and the assumptions under which the 
operation is valid. 
prc - the PROCEDURAL prescribes a sequence of actions which must be carried out in order to 
fulfill the operation. It must encapsulate rules and conditions governing the sequencing of 
the routines present. These rules may allow selection between alternative paths present in 
the procedural components. Evaluation of said conditions depend of the sensory feedback. 
In fact, task termination itself is contingent on the realizatioil that condit.ions can or can 
not be satisfied. 
fob  - the FEEDBACK OBSERVABLES identify a set of functions which are used to inonitor the 
events which ma.rk the state transitions. These fu~ictions are associa.ted with different 
steps in the procedural network describing the tra.nsitions apt t,o perforin the task. 
As we shall see, the events which characterize these trailsitions are of various origins and types. 
We will identify events describing: changes in state variables, logical coilditiolls asserted and 
guarded events (addressing safety conditions of the 
4.4 The Instantiat ion Process 
Prior to  describing the instantiation process we introduce the domains in which t,he task has to 
be instantiated to. We identify the following 
a Tools/lnstrurnents T: to be the domain of all the objects which are to  be used by one of the 
actuators. Its members, t i ,  can be defined in terms of geo~netrical and physical properties. 
Target Object/Recipient 0: to  be the doinaiii of all action recipient objects operated on by 
one of the lnelnbers of the actuator domain. As in the previous case, its component,s, o j ,  
are defined in terms of geometrical and material properties.13 
Actuator/Manipulator M :  to be the domain of all nlanipulators which call perform some 
opera.tion on an object wit11 or without the a.id of an instrument.. Ea.ch of the elements, 
mk, i11 this collectio~~ has very well defined characteristics and constraints which a.re very 
ilnportailt wllell addressing a.11 interaction. We will suggest that each of them should have 
- types of grasps that it provides, i.e. pinch, spherical, hook, etc. 
- relation of gra.sps and a.pplica,tions of the grasps, i.e.. pinch grasp may he used for 
some nlinute type of manipulation, etc 
- - - --- 
12 These are also known as controlling functions in Control Theory literature. They prevent the system from entering 
an unsafe or uncontrollable state. 
13The quality, type of propert,ies recovered depend on the underlying model describing t,he objects. At, this point 
of t,he discussion we will not. address t,he source for t,hese ~ r o ~ e r t i e s  nor t,he choice of t,he model. We will ret,urn on 
this topic a t  a later stage. 
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- ranges of forces and pressures which it can apply. 
- constraints on operability associated with specific manipula.tions, workspace of oper- 
at ion. 
Tasks will then be considered as operations on these domains. In particular we will consider 
them defined in terms of the following type of triples; (E identifies a missing component). 
1. (MxTxO).  This would characterize a situation in which a gripper is applying a tool to a 
target. 
2. (M ~ 6 x 0 ) .  In this instance the system in question would characterize int.eractions focussed 
011 determining whether the target may be grasped or lifted. 
3. ( M x T x t ) .  This systein would characterize the operation of carrying an tool to a givrn 
destination. In a certain sense this is allalogous to the previous one. 
While we could also denote other type of triplets with illore than one coillponent missing, these 
would either define instances which do not represent an interaction or sinlply certain &ages in 
the interaction in which we would be focusing only one of the components. 
In order to map a task to the interested element in a particular domain1< there must he 
models associated with these elements. 
4.4.1 Emphasizing Different Colnponents 
We take a moment to  observe the effect of shifting emphasis on one of the doinains and allo~ving 
different para.meters to vary. Focussing on the individual components in (M xTxO)  allows us 
to  describe the following t,ypes of problems: 
1. Target Problem: addresses the interpretation of an object as it is operated on performing 
different funct,ionality t,ests. 
fixed instrument15 a.nd actuator(s). 
observed t,he effect of a.11 action on an object. 
2. Instrumeilt Problem: identifies the most. appropriate tool to perforin a. given f~nc t~ ion .  
fixed: the manipulator, and target object, we will allow this to he composed by 
different materials. 
observed: tool behavior with respect to  different functionalities tested. 
14 In this case, an element will t,ake different meaning based on the domain it, pert,ai~ls t,o. Narnely an element, 
from the object domain will be an object, one from the ~nanipulator domain will represent an instailce a class of 
manipulator, from the  class of t,wo fingered n~anipulators, and so on. 
I5As i t  was not,iced the i n ~ t ~ r u m e n t  may or inay not be present. 
4.4 The Instantiation Process 
3. Classification Problem: classify a tool with respect to different functionalities, N ,  and 
with respect with a set of target objects, N (Nand M are some positive integer). 
instrument: Solve prob. 2 for N funct,ions. 
recipient: Solve prob. 1 with M in~t~run~ent~s .  
In the target problem definition the tool is assumed not. to  be subject.ec1 to  a,ny defornlat,ions 
or alterations due to  the interaction. While this may not always be the case, the statement of 
the problem in this fashion allows us to considered the effects on the tool as separate problems. 
Campos, [Campos, 19921, addressed some of the issues in the target problem problem identified 
above. The one we will focus on in the recovery process is actually the second one. 
4.4.2 Instantiating Components 
Instantiating a task into a specific contest brings in donlain knowledge which was not. a.va.ilable 
at the abstract level in which tlie task is initially defined. In order to do this, tlie process must 
provide for 
Selection of the models in wllicl~ to  map the ta.sk, 
Represent  these elements into the chosen models, 
In t roduce  C o l ~ s t r a i i ~ t s  from within a model and propagate them a.cross different models. 
B ind  the values and ranges of specific a.ttributes so that the hypot.heses nlay be genera.t.etl. 
Selection and Representation of the appropriate nlodels is a decisive step, for it di- 
rectly iniluences the t,ype of actions which can be described and the type of infor~nat,ion which 
can be abstracted from the ~nodels.[Ikeuchi and Hebert, 19901 attacks the issues by empliasiz- 
ing the paramount importance of this step a.nd that. the t,ask det.ermines t,he adequacy of the 
representation. Thus, while we will not investigate of the relation between tlie different choices 
of t,he modeling sc1iema.s for similar tasks, we will assume t,ha.t we can chose an adequa.t,e, not, 
necessarily optimal, representat,ion. This enables us to press on and address t,he other important, 
aspects in the interaction. 
Introducing Constraints can be acconlplished by bringing in doma.in ant1 nlodel knowl- 
edge. If these  constraint,^ were really limiting then an operat,ioll such a.s grasping an object. 
might have a well-defined set of paraineters to carry it out. That would require that prehen- 
sions constraints relating gra,sping to object, object model, a.nd object applicat,ion be very well 
defined. This would require almost an exact model of the object and of the tool. This instance 
would restrict the probleill of recovering the fu~lctionality on an object to  the verifica.tion ancl 
observation st,a.ge. M'hile it might. he coilvenient to i~litiat~e the process by progressively relaxing: 
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the assumptions, a t  this stage, we notice that in the general case there might be more than one 
grasping options, more than one possible way to apply the tool to the object, more t,han one 
possible effect depending on the material composing the object. Thus, on the one hand there 
could be a well defined description and optimal representation of the cornponeilts involved in 
the interaction; on the other ha.nd, there could be several areas which need to be constrained 
for the investigation to  become fea.sible. 
In our investigation, we will progressively remove some of the assumptions. Sonle of the 
assumptions we int)roduce are a.ct,ually based on earlier work, [Campos, 19921 and [Sinha., 19921, 
in which, by applying Experimental Procedures (EP),  the material composing the object and 
some of its physical propert,ies could be identified. Thus, assuming t,ha.t these properties can 
be recovered, we will focus on progressively reducing assumptions relating tso t.he grasping and 
application of the tool. As we have pointed out, with different possibilities for grasping and 
a,pplication, it will be necessary t.o generat,e, ra.nk and t8est hypotheses. 
Binding the Values and Ranges of Values for a specific contest addresses the com- 
bination of values which originat,es from different levels. There are values which a.re recovered 
bottolll up and others which are described at a high level but \vhicll are quantized and take 
significance once they are mapped into a specific cont.ext. 
The bottom up group iilcludes t,llose values that describe paranleters obtained by the proce- 
dures iriterpreting object,s a.ccording t,o the recovery process associated wit,l~ a. modeling scl~ema.. 
Parameters describing tlle volumetric extent of an object, as recovered by superquadric, or 
material properties as recovered by EP's are examples of these. 
The high-level group identifies sylnbolic and qualitative descriptions of quantities that ena,ble 
the description of a t,ask a.t a. high level hut which beconle defined when they are considered in 
a specified context. High level descriptions of a ta.sk such as "Move a tool near an object, very 
slowly and then decrease the speed until coining to coiita.ct," need to be converted t,o a.ct,ual 
measures. As we shall see, these values ca.n not be absolute, but. a.re dependent, on t811e cont,est 
in which the opera.tion is carried out. The distance identifying nearness in t~vo  ca.rs is quite 
different than the distance describing the nearness of two pencils. 
4.4.3 Overview of the Instantiating Process 
The components identified above characterize stages which lead to the instantia.tion of a. t,ask. 
We can describe this process (see Figure 5) by describing how a t,ask is progressively insta.nt,ia.t,etl. 
Initially it is mapped t o  the manip~lat~or dolnain so that t,he constra.ints from tlie manipulator are 
defined. I11 the domain, an element a class of lnanipulat,or is selected. Subsequently the object 
is chara.cterized in the object. domain and inodeled using some representa.tion. Clea.rly, t,here are 
4.4 The Instantiation Process 
Task > 
Manipulator Domain 
Figure 5: Instantiation Process: task t j  in task class o f  Manil>ulutory tusk.5 Ti in the Task High Level 
description is mapped t o  the specific context. The tasks in  the class Ti identify tasks that  recover 
functionality. The context is defined in terms of a particular manipulator 17a, in manipulator class ill,,, 
an object oj in object class 0,  represented according t o  the modeling representation R k .  
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elements in the  object domaill which ca.n not be accessed by the  inanipulator, perlia,ps because 
of size or weight constraints, so tha t  the manipulator choice restricts the  set of object which 
can be  operated on. T h e  manipulator instance bring with itself col~straining chara,cteristics and 
domain knowledge which will be employed and which will allow t o  determine feasible, and then 
possibly rank,  different grasps. Once the modeling schema for the object and the tool, the  
manipulator instance, with its coastraints, rules and operational procedures, are defined, t'hen 
the task becomes well defined and it call be carried out.  Thus  the nes t  step will he t,hat of 
generating the hypotheses to  proceed with the recovery. 
4.5 Interactive Recovery 
This constitutes the  last step in the  process for the recovery of a fuilctionality in an  ol~ject , .  
T h e  interplay between the  hypotheses generation, as described in the previous section, and the 
carrying our of a task will enable us t,o investigate the presence of a given funct,ionalit,y. 
By considering a given hypothesis, from the generated hypotheses set ,  we have now con- 
strained the recovery task to  an inst,ance in which the interaction cloes ha.ve a specific meaning 
and can be  evaluated. I t  is in the genera,tion of tlle hypothesis, t,he carrying out of the int,erac- 
tion, and  the  observation of the interaction with the purpose of verifying the hypotheses whicll 
will constitute the  focus of t,he research. 
We will discuss this last st,ep more in det,ail after having presented the  forinalis~n and the 
instantiating process to  generate the hypotheses. 
We conclude this sect8ion by addressing the  impact tha,t this approach has on high level 
task description. As we have pointed out ,  we will not focus directly topics in Planning and 
Common Sense Reasoning, much research 11a.s been devoted t,o address issues rega.rding plans' 
goal sat is fact ion,  zlalzdity, ordering of sc~bactzons, etc. If task descriptions can he mapped illto 
the forlnalism presented here, then the i~lstantiatioll process can provide a way for mapping froni 
symbolic level descriptions intto specific instances. Thus values, identifying location, ~eloci t~ies ,  
forces, etc., traditionally described in terins of attributions and qualitatively, can, in this manner, 
be bound t o  real world data .  
The  discussion prese~lt~ed in this section suggests tha t  the recovery process illust incorporate 
the possibility of observing the interaction and verifying that  as the  task is completed, t8he 
expected result of the  int,eraction can be evaluated. Thus,  plans tha t  describe interact,ions 
should also incorporate and address o b s e ~ v e r s  with different sensor modalities, a u e r t f i c a t r o ~ ~  
processes, a description and evaluatiou procedures for eq)ectatzo~as,  and u ~ a c e r i a r ~ t t y  hot11 at. the 
sensor level and at. model descript,io~l level. 
5 Description of a Manipulatory Task 
In  this section we present a formalism for expressing a manipulation task and a n~ethodology for 
enriching the  procedural description. In general, one would like to  be able t*o associate learned or 
a priori informa~tion with the performance of a task. It is, in a sense, the baggage of knowledge 
which is associated with a task, experience, which make us able to decide on the  procedural 
approach we should t,ake. The tasks which we aim t,o describe provide a, basis for a.n interact,ioll 
of a particular t,ype. As we will point out ,  such basis can be extended either by learning or by 
a priori knowledge. 
In  the  contest of our discussion, when referring to  a task, we will always be talking about a 
task expressing interaction for the recovery of a functionality. 
Initially a task, such as hitting or cutting, will be described by very basic actions and their 
respective events. I11 the action description, we would not want to  incorporate any knowledge 
about a,n object. or a procedural aspect which could affect. the generalit,y of the  task description. 
Yet we might ~ v a n t  ,o be able t o  incorporate learned or a priori procedural specializations. To  
do this, we associat,e a situa.tion set with any task. The  elements i11 this adjoined set allow us t.o 
incorporate specializations such a.s object. characteristics, a~socia t~ed procedural relat,ions, and 
expectations for the  interaction. 
Upon instantiat,ion, the  situation set would provide the  a priori knowledge, either learned 
or given. Clearly, t he  applicability may not be immediate, some initial interaction lnay be 
required, or i t  might not. be a.pplicable a,t all. The  a.ssociat.ion of t,he basic task and t,he situa.tion 
set allows the ta.sk descript,ioil t o  maintail1 i ts  level of abstractioii and a t  t,he same tag t,o it 
useful procedural knowledge. For now we will focus on t,lie des~r ip t~ion of t.he structure of a 
basic operational task with an empty situation set. We will investiga.t,e the int.roduct,ion of a 
priori da ta  from t,he ~ i t u a t ~ i o n  set. ~irhen addressing t,he generatmion of hypot-heses. 
In the  first half of the section we describe the structure of a basic task; in t8he second half, 
we will present h o ~ v  the basic tasks, labeled primitive, call be built bottom-up t,o describe an 
algebra of t.asks. 
Any task T can be described as a sequence of act,ioiis or subtasks. Any subseclue~lce of tliese 
actions may also represent a, task; in this case then t,ask T is con~posed of subt,asks. Any of the 
actions composing a task describe some change in the s ta te  of t,he system. If t,he ta.sk is not 
composed of subt,asks bu t  just. of actions, then it will colistitute 5vha.t we will term a p r ~ ~ i ~ t f t u e  
task; otherwise i t  will be termed a coinplez t,ask. Recognizing tlhis hierarchy is important,, since 
it allows us to  investigate lio5\7 the nlore complex tasks are describable in a structurecl for111 from 
primitive tasks; we will discuss this nlore in t.he last portion of this section. 
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5.1 States and Transitions 
A sys t em configuration is described in terms of system variables. These characterize positions 
and orientations of the components from the three domains ( M ,  T ,  0 ). While there is a 
continuum of these configurations, their sequence ordering are expressed by actions. Any of 
these actions, then, identify a path in the system configuration continuum. Thus, an action, in 
a dynamic system, can be described as a, path in the configuration space bot!l~ as a function of 
the forces and of the velocities which relate the instantaneous configurations visited along the 
path. 
While an overall path describes a complete action, it may be partitioned into subparts 
defining phases into which the action can be specified. The initial and final configura.tions 
in any such phases are labeled as significant configurations. A significant configuration 
describes, in terms of system variables, how the syst.em should have changed within any given 
phase of an action. We will designate any of t,hese p1ia.se to represent a s t a t e .  Thris, a t,ask can 
he described a.s the syst,eln evolution tllrough different st,a.tfesl'. 
The preceding discussion essent,ia.lly describes t,he discritiza.t,ioa of a, cont,inuous process. In 
our approach, however, as we have seen in the previous section, we will retain t,he concept. of a 
state. The abstract description provided will not define a pa,th between two significant. coiifigu- 
rations, rather exhibit how such a pa.th may be const8ruct,ed. This approa.cl1 ma.y he compa.red t80 
a path specification in N-dimensions with could be given as a futictioil tra.versing a. sequence of 
points or just the sequence of the required points a, function is supposed t,o go through. Clearly 
the latter is less constrained and suggests that the choice of tlie function to traverse the point,s 
greatly depend of the available function descriptions. Such a situation, however, would provide 
too inany unconst,ra~ined paramet,ers. In our case the procedura.1 component of a t.asli provides a 
guide on 1101~ to modulate the systein variables between two successive significant config~rat~ions. 
The description of the sequence of sta.tes can not be portrayed simply as a one-clinlensional 
linear order. The dynamic systems we are interested in modeling may allow more t,lla.n two 
significant configurations, initial and final, to be associated with any given state. 
Depending on the values of t.l~e statme varia.bles a.ssociated wit,h a given sh t8e  the developillei~t 
of the dyna.inics of the syst,ein may greatly vary. Once tlie system, in some st,at,e, s i ,  reaches 
a. significant configuration, it is iin~nediately ushered int,o a different state, sjl'. This inst,an- 
I6In CVDS the s ta te  of the s y s t e m  at  a time t represents a summary of all t.he preceding informat.ion tvhich tvould 
allow one t o  eit,her to  reconstruct the behavior of t,he syst,em up t,o and including time 1 or to predict, t h e  fut,ure 
behavior of the system. In DEDS, tve talk about states in the s y s t e m  describi~ig different, st,ages of the syste~n.  
Having pointed that  out ,  we will in general refer t,o a s ta te  in the DEDS sense or otherwise esplicitly state that  we 
are addressing t h e  over all behavior vis-a-vis a task and hence the hehavior of the syst,em. 
''We note tha t  it  could be possible for sJ = s ? .  
5.2 The Model 
taneous ushering from one state into another defines what in DEDS is generally known as an 
event. 
T h e  definition of what constitutes an  event varies according t o  which DEDS forma.lisin one 
embraces. T h e  semantics of an event has s o  far only been associated wit11 changes in the  state 
of the  system; however, we would like t o  incorporate both logical assertions a s  well a s  a way to  
monitor for values which "guard" values denoting safety or boundary range values. An event' 
may then be properly characterized as being one of the following set#s: 
A change in th.e s tate  variable, in which t,he value of t8he one more more variables defining 
the  event has reached the value established in one of the  final significant configurations for 
the  given state. A defines t3he set of such event,s. 
T h e  asseriiorh of a logzcal expressiort, possibly denoting no change in sonle state variables. 
We let A denote such a set of events describii~g a.ssertions of logical expressions. 
The  r e a c h ~ ~ i g  of a guarded value, for one or more state variables. Let I' denote the set of 
events describing guards to  values that  denote boundary values in a range of va.ria.bility of 
a para,meter18. 
While this last. type of event is a.ct.ually a special case of t,he first. type, we would like to dist,inguisli 
it since it expresses a particular type of condition. This d i h n c t i o n  is ma.de explicit in real-time 
system in which the controller for the plant nlust guard the state variables and prevent them 
from reaching values which could be crit.ica.1 for the safety and stability of t,lle system 1,eha.vior. 
5.2 T11e Model 
We nowr describe how an action can he expressed in t,eri~ls of a NDFA. The  notation is adoptecl 
from Autonlata Theory and tthe Logical Model for DEDS presented in [Ramadge and \I'onham, 
19891. 
The  set. of the  labels of the event,s is given by 
then C+ defines the set of all finit,e strings of elements froin t,he set Y .  A st,ring s = al, a?. . . . , ax: 
from C+ describes a sequence of events. Such string represents a partial pa th ,  partial because 
it inay actually appear as a prefix t,o some other string fro111 Y + .  T h e  set, of a.11 t,he st.rings from 
C+ may describe paths ~vhich do not reflect. physically possible sequences of evei1t.s. Tllus we 
will be int,erest,ed in describing only on the a d m i s s i b l e  subset of strings fro111 C+ describing 
18These values are often use to guard against rnaxirnum force or velocity which coulcl cause structnral damage to 
the robot. 
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feasible sequences of events. I11 Automata Theory this subset is referred t.o as a. language L over 
the alphabet C. 
In  our case we can describe a. recognizer Aft ,  which will accepts the  strings froill L if such 
strings describe a sequence of events denoting a task, t i .  I11 particular we will say that  A l l ,  
characterizes the  task's procedural description. This approach will allo~v us, in the  next section, 
to  compose some of the  recognizers to  perform more complex tasks 19. 
M, can be described as a NDFA consisting of a set of states,  Q, an  initial sta.te, qo,  a 
transition function 6 : C x Q + Q, and a set of final states, F. The set S ( q i )  designates 
the collection of events, marking outgoing transitions, which are associated wit,h statme q i .  The 
set C ( q i )  is defined as 
z ( q i )  = a ( q i )  U A ( q i )  U r ( q i )  
These transitions occur instanta,neously, as stated above, and spontaneously, basically depending 
on when one of the events is asserted. 
While there is no  physical meaning for a n  empty event, t ,  we will include t,o our original set 
t o  make our model descriptioil proper. Now we call define C* = X+ U { c ) .  
T h e  transition function was described over only one event. Mie call extend it, t.o operat,e on 
strings of events, a.fter all, only few tasks ca.n be described by a single event string. The  extended 
definition for 6 defines a partial function on 2' x Q. This can be accomplished by clefiui~lg 
In this way we call address t,he behavior of the  system relative to  a sequence of events. \Ve can 
thus talk about  some language LT describing interactive tasks and the  recogilizers i \ f t , ( L T ) ,  
where ti is a task description from T". 
So far,  we have just proposed a relatively standard description of an Autonlaton to  motlel 
a task description. This  description. however, irlust be augmented to  address r\lIletller a given 
sensor is both capable and actually delivers a given type of observa.tion. 
We then define <(q i ,  u j )  to designate the  expected values of the  s ta te  variables in state qi 
which are associated with the description of event uj. Where uj E X ( q i ) ,  i.e. it is one of the  
events which may occur ~vlien in sta.te q i .  
The  set <(qo ,  E) define the state of the system a t  state qo and since qo is the initial state 
and t represents no transition, we tthen say tha t  ( ( y o ,  c) identifies the initial coilfiguratioil of the 
system. Then { ( q i ,  E)  describes t.he value of the sta.te variables upon entering stat,e q ; .  
IgFor now we will not address issues of observabilit,~ or uncertaint,y. we will return to i~~c lu t le  this topic aft.er the 
discussioil on observability in section 5.3 .  
20 The  notation we have adopted above and sorne of the defillitio~ls were presented in [Rarnadge and Wonhanl. 
19891. 
5.3 0 bservabi1it.y of the Ta,sk 
Furthermore, let x ( q i ,  9) define the set of s ta te  variables which a.re associated with event 
aj. We can then define an  evaluation of the values associated with a given state. The  followillg 
expresses the  evaluation restricted to  only the variables describing one of the  events which inay 
occur within a specific state. 
We can extend the above function t o  apply to all the  events in a state but that. in general we 
are interested in monitoring the changes a~socia t~ed with a partic,ular event,. 
This evaluation of the observatioils allows us to  note whether a given event. will t.ake place. 
We will discuss the observables in the  sectioils t o  follow. 
5.3 Observability of the Task 
So far we have assunled tha t  all events which describe a task may be observable a t  all times. 
Observability, however, is coiltingent on the  availability of mea.ns of illonitori~lg t,he different 
events. 
If we consider some task ti recognized by Adt, ,  tllerl the strings fro111 IW, clefinecl a.s 
should be observable. To  s ta te  tha.t some task is observable, we need t,o i l l~es t~igat~e  upon the 
observability of the  strings fro111 W. If we examine, for instance, one suc11 str ing ..ui as coinposed 
of events a luzas ,  then we call address the observability of the individual events and a.ccount 
about the  observability of all string wi. 
In  Figure G we portray an  illsta~lce in wllich seine of tlle events from a string from S* are 
not. observable. Then we can define a project.ioi1 funct,ioil which maps evei1t.s fro111 Y t,o the 
individual sensors. Let S describe the set of the sensors, S j ,  available. Then an event. ui fro111 
C can be ina,pped t,o some event eji E Sj if the  given event inay be observal~le h; t,hr sensor in 
question and to  t,lle ~ t~hermise .  This ca.n be stated as 
We have changed the label for the event, upon inappiilg it t o  a, specific sensor, bot,h t,o reflect. 
the index associat.ion, but  nlore iillporta~ltly to  reflect that  the observa.t,ion provided varies fron-i 
sensor to  sensor. 
We call notice in figure 6 ,  that  by mapping the individual events in t u i ,  the first. evelit, ( 1 1 ,  
gets nlapped in both cases, exhibited above, t o  the a. Unless there is a i l l ap~ ing  of' ui, such 
tha t  the  event is observable by one of the sensors Sj E S, only a portion of the string (ti, would 
be  observable. 
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Figure 6: Observability o f  a Str ing o f  Even t s ,~ ;  = alaaas: C *  identifies the set o f  all strings; C, the 
set o f  observable string. Each o f  the S; wi thin C, describes a different sensor t o  which a given event, 
a; E C* is mapped to. The in  each o f  the S; characterizes those events f rom C* which are not 
observable by the particular sensor. Effectively the only actions f rom C* we are interested are those 
which do not map t o  in glJ o f  the SiJs. (map t o  at least one 5;) 
We would like t o  ponder on the iillpli~at~iolls that. the above ent,ails. In part.icular a.ddress 
the following issues: Full, Partial, and Pzecewzse observability. 
5.3.1 Full Observability 
It can be stated as follows. Let W ,  defined as above, describe all the possible strings of events 
accepted by a recognizer Mt, ,  which describes the  procedura,l behavior of task t i .  Then t,asli t i  
is observable if all of t,he events in strings froin TiC' are observable. 
We can express this coildition by consideriilg the follo~ving. Let V define an iildicator function 
which will assign a 1 if the  projection of some event oi in string wk from I&' ma.ps to some sellsor 
from S. 
Then we can express full observability of task ti by the  following function describing the boolean 
product. 
5.3 Observability of the Task 
Figure 7: Task t in which subactions A1, A2 and Ag appear as subcomponents. 
Where O j ( W )  = 1 then describes that all the paths describing the task ti are observa,ble. The 
subscript f i n  0 identifies the full observability. 
The above condit,ion, however, appea.rs to be rattler stringent for it requires t,hat all possible 
events be observable. 111 general t11a.t is not possible at all times. In Figure 7 ,  we present soille 
task t described by sonle subactions .41, AZ, and A3. Furthermore we identify an initial state, 
1, and a final state, 5. Let,'s focus on one of the actions A 1 .  We notice that there a.re two paths 
from the initial sta.te, 1, to the final of this action, 3. While it might be possible to ohserve all 
of the events, for t,he purpose of recognizing t11a.t actions A1 has taken place, it is sufficient to 
observe either of the two paths. There is clearly a semantic difference between the two paths. 
However, for the action t,o be observable it is important to  realize that it 11a.s ta.ken place, namely 
that some event has occurred t,o change t,he st,at>e variables fro111 t,he init,ial stmatme t80 t.he final 
state. 
We define the sequence of events identifying a path from the initial node to a final node 
as a critical path. The task description presented so far ha.s not clarified tha.t ~vhat. kind of 
states comprise a final state. In the example described in Figure 7 the final path denoted the 
completion of the a.ction. However, some event occurring in one of the ~ubact~ions inay not lead 
to  a final state in wllicll the task is denoted as successfully accomplished. This could be an 
instance in which while carrying an object to a destination, the object slips from the gripper. 
These sta.tes, t,l~ough not favored represent possible ha.ppenings. We den0t.e such st,a.t.es as dead 
states. The connotation underlying the fact that the task "died" i11 t,hose states. 
We are now ready to tackle the noti011 of partial observability of a task. 
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Figure 8: Th is  example i l lustrates t w o  instances of the  effects o f  Part ial Observabil i ty o f  t w o  actions. 
T h e  do t ted  lines represent non observable events. 
5.3.2 Partial Observability 
T h e  projection function, P(ai,  Sj), allowed the descriptioil of observability of a n  event by sonle 
sensor S j .  What  happens, however, if some of the  events which characterize the  taqk are not 
observable, Vj(ai) = O? I11 t,his case, some of the  states become indistiaguishable and we have 
situations, as presented in Figure 8. \Ve label this effect of project.ing one event t,o t , l~e  null event 
and collapsing two states int,o one a.s aliasing. 
I t  is also possible tha t ,  as exhibited in figure 9,  pa,rtial observability may give rise t.o alnbi- 
guity. In  fact ,  in this case while the  original task description exhibits a clear procedural flow 
from the  the initial s ta te  t o  the final &ate,  the part,ial observation transforir~atioil iiltroduces 
ambiguity. In  particular considering the  possible paths which could be taken during the evolu- 
tion of the  task,  in the first esa.mple, in figure 9, it is not clear h o ~ v  iillportant it, is tl1a.t event a s  
should take place. In t,he ot,her inst,ance it is not clear tha t  the action may be a t  all observal~le. 
I t  is clear from the  above examples tha t  not. all partia.1 observa.ble mapping are desirable. 
Thus  our notion of observability illust include some strong conditions on the observability of 
certain events. This  is equivalently expressed by considering the distinguishibi1it.y of t.he st,at,es 
5.3 Observability o f  the Task 
Figure 9: This  example illustrates an instance o f  the adverse effects o f  Partial Observability. The  dotted 
lines represent non observable events. 
t ha t  these events t,ransfer to.  This can be accomplished by requiring tl1a.t the critical pa.t,hs 
include these states. 
Thus ,  we define a set of distinguished states t o  describe those d a t e s  which, if they appear 
along a critical pa th ,  must not not be alia.sed with some other distinguishable stat,e. The  
distinguished states described here define a concept sinlilar t o  what in DEDS t8erminology is 
known as 111arked st,at,es. 
This  definition does not required that  all the distinguishable sta.tes he visited, only that, t,hey 
be linambiguously marked. This di~t~inguishable st8a.tles do not include the init,ial a.nd final stat,?, 
nor the  set of the dea.d sta.t,es. 
We are then ready t,o provide two definitions for partial observability, describing a. weak and 
the  other a strong notion observahility. 
Weak-Partial Observability (WPO): Let ,wi define a critical pa th ,  then the action tvhich this 
pa th  describe is weak-partial observable iff its length is a t  least one event. (requirement for ob- 
servability), and if it conta.ins distinguishable states these are either aliased between t.hemselves 
or with the  initial or a, final stmate. 
T h e  f ~ n c t ~ i o n a l  descript,ion of weal;-part,ial observability is similar t,o t,lle full observabilit,y. 
T h e  major difference is that  events coinposillg W and which we require to he observable. The11 
OWp(W)  = 1 will describe W P O .  
Strong-Partial Observability (SPO): Let. w; define a critical path and let. substring zr j  in 
wi colltain only two distinguishable states, then the  action which this path  descril~es is strong- 
partial observable iff each of t,he strings u j ,  as defined above, is weak-part,ial observable. We 
notice tha t  by the observability constraint, which requires a t  1ea.st the length of one event for 
two states t,o be weak-partial observable, than then even though we are considering a string ti 
which contains within itself two dist,inguishable stat,es, no aliasing will occur. 
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As in the functional description the observability of WPO, SPO observability is also defined 
by the same observable function with the set W changed. Then O,,(W) = 1 will describe 
SPO. 
Why distinguish WPO and SPO? The main reason addresses some fi~nda.ment,al dif- 
ferences and requirements which are imposed by the internal and the external observer. 
In the case of the internal observer, it is clearly the case that the supervisor monitoring tlle 
behavior of the system, would opt for full observability if it were possible. This would identify 
the best of possible worlds in which all that occurs can be explained. Most of times, however, 
not all events are observable. Then, in order to guarantee that the behavior of the system call 
successfully be monitored then SPO should be enforced. 
An external observer, however, has little power on the selectioil 011 the choice of .vvhicli 
events should be observa.ble. In nlany cases it might. be colrfined to observe what,ever it. can. In 
this case, aliasing may occur, but we want to estahlisli whether the external observer could be 
actually able to  observe anyt,lling at, all. We have codified such requirenlent in t,he M'PO which 
guarantees t,hat at least the interact,ion call he observable. 
5.3.3 Piecewise Observability 
WPO and SPO were concerned with observability but not so much with the sensors involved 
in providing the observations. We note here the il~lplications of the different sensor modalities 
which a.re to  be employed and why one might. wa.nt t,o have more than one. 
Redundancy in observing an event, perfornled by more than one sensor, call Ile employed 
to corroborate the evalua.tion of the observations. However, the application of Inore t.1la.n one 
sensor modality goes beyond t8he issue of corrobora.tion, Uilless the illteraction is very pa,rt,icular, 
if only one sensor modality is involved ,there is very little hope of being able to observe all the 
stages of a task. 
The importance of the above statement becomes clearer in the contest of an int,eraction 
when the only way to express the observability of the different transitions is that of use Illore 
than one sensor modality. \\Illen applying a tool for piercing, for instance, a vision based sensor 
can observe the inotioll which brings the tool to t,he object surface. However, a force sensor can 
observe the effects on the object surface with accuracy. It would seem, on the other hand if 
one were to  rely on position control of the end-effector to describe the state of the system, t,llell 
the overall process would automatically become observable. This is, however, not so because, 
while it is possible to  describe position and orientation transformations of the end-effect.or, we 
might not be a,ble to  recover other fundament,al characteristics of t,he int,eraction, such as t,lie 
force applied. 
5.4 Continuityin Observability 
Any critical pat11 observable by different sensors is p i ecewise  o b s e r v a b l e .  Thus,  the  pre- 
vious example would clearly require having a critical path which is piecewise observable. 
If a piecewise observable path has every event observable by only one sensor moda,lity the11 
we say tha t  the path  is m i n i m a l l y  obse rvab le .  If, oil the other hand, the path is ~lli~liinally 
observable independently by each sensor then we say that  the  path  is ~ n a x i m a l l y  o b s e r v a b l e .  
5.4 Continuity in Observability 
The  analysis of observables investigated so far brings forth the  different sensor modalities in- 
volved in the  operation. Once more than one sensor is involved, we are immediat,ely drawn t o  
the  question of coiitinuity of tlie observability. I t  is clear tha t  if we 11a.d a critical pa th  which 
were a t  all times observable by a single sensor nlodality, n~inimally observable, t,hen the issue 
of continuity of observability would not arise. In tallat case we ~vould be  concerned only with 
the  identification of t,he events. When inore than one sensors are required, however, we need 
t o  worry about what happen b e h e e n  the time that  task is observa.ble by t,he t,wo different, 
modalities. 
I t  appears tha t  not only nlust we address the  issue of an event being detectable by assigiiing 
some probability, as discussed in the  next section, but also note horn continuitmy should be 
propagated to  guarantee overall observability of a task. Motivated by tlle use of sheaf theory, 
in [Bajcsy, 19731, ure are currently investiga.ting the possibility of applying suc.11 theoretical 
support  t o  address cont,iiluity issues. 
5.5 Unexpected Events 
T h e  observations we lla,ve addressed so fa.r do  not include ally notion of unexpected event,. \Ve 
have only addressed t,he "slip" of an object from a gripper as an  observable event in tlie sense 
tha t  it represents a trailsition in a binary contact sensor. Thus,  one would want to consider h o ~ r  
such a n  event can be charact,erized in the  context of observat,ions. 
Unexpected events can only be events which caii be observed for if they were not ol~servable 
then they would not be event,s for they would not be perceived. Wha t  is really nleant by an  
unexpected event is really tha t  tlie probability of its occurrence is quite lo\\:. O n  the ot,ller hand: 
other events are unexpected in the  sense tha t  there was no prior knowledge of their esisteilce 
as a possible occurrence at, a, given sta.t.e of the system. We tmllus clist~inguisll t.hem into low- 
p r o b a b i l i t y  and u n k n o w n  event,s. Low-probability e ~ e n t ~ s  muse the syst8ein to change t o  int,o 
stlate wllicll caii be  recognized. Uilknown event,s cause a t8ransitioil t,o int80 a. stmatme of the systeill 
which was tot,ally unespect.ed at. t,lle current stage. 
T h e  slipping of an object ~vllile lifting call be considered as a low-probabi1it.y event.. On the 
other hand, the shattering of an object upon applying pressure with the  intent of grasping it 
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could be  considered an  instance of a n  unknown event. 
We clearly notice a substantial difference in the  two kind of events. In the  former case, 
the  low-probability event depicts transitions t o  undesired states. I t  is, in fact, t o  avoid this 
undesired transition tha t  when lifting a body specific contact locations are chosen so  as to  
reduce the  possibility of slippage. In the  latter case, however, it is totally illconceivable that, 
one might want to  take precautions against all possible unknown happenings. 
While unknown events are unpredictable if no prior knowledge is available, either in the 
form of previous experience or laws governiilg physical interactions, they can provide a source 
for expanding current knowledge of events. 
To  avoid all the  issue of unknown events, one could put many constraints on the  environment 
so tha t  although low-proba.bility events could occur, all possible event. would he  known. While 
aqsuming tha t  no extreme events can occur, we would like to  allow for the  possibility of haildliilg 
the unexpected events and t,he unki~own events without having t80 describe all of them explicitly. 
We can extend our forinalisrn by assigning weights to events. Furthermore, R-e could allow 
transitions to  unknown event,s to  take place a t  any given time. T11a.t introduces the prol~lem 
as to  the decision for the value to att.ribute t,o the unknown event. Alterna.t.ively t o  using the 
Bayesian Probability descriptions we could use the Dempster-Shafer Theory, see [Pearl, 19881, 
which allows t o  label events a.s unkllown as well as not requiring to  have priors for describing 
events. 
5.5.1 Uncertainty and Unreliability 
Thus  far we have addressed sensors a,s being faithful and reliable informers; however, the reality is 
t ha t  uncertainty in the  measureilients make the distinguishing of the transition and the sta,bility 
of  measurement.^ much less distinct t11a.t. we have assumed. 
U n c e r t a i n t y  is due to  the  uilcertainty in the behavior of the system while U n r e l i a b i l i t y  
is due t o  limitations of the devices. 
I t  is important tha t  we he able to  distinguish between noise tha t  a sensor is subjected to  
in the reading and the uncertainty in the  detection that  a transition to  a different s ta te  in the 
system has occurred. Furthermore, we need to  he able to  define a irleasure of our confidence 
tha t  a given transition ha.s taken place. 
I11 [Sobh, 19911 the transition t,o a different sta.te is defined as the  displacement of a.n observed 
feature in the vision system. T h e  probability tha t  a given event has taken place is conlputed. 
Based on some empirical threshold on proba.bility, a, decision is made as to  whether the systeill 
has changed t o  a different state. In the case tha t  it is not possible to  determine the  current, 
s ta te  of t h e  system, the  control structure resorts t o  backtracking to  a previous k i~own s ta te  and 
reevaluates the  situa.tion froin there. 
5.6 Primitive and Complex Tasks 
Source of Uncertainty and Unreliability We have pointed out  the following sources. 
T h e  first one addresses reliability the others uncert,a.inty. 
Resolution Noise - this depends on both on the modeling of the  sensors and the required 
resolution of t,he observations (often a thresholding is adopted to handle this sit'uation) 
Incomplete Observation Position - because of occlusion or inability t o  have sufficient de- 
tailed data ,  i t  might be impossible to establish exactly whether a given event has occurred. 
We need to  be able t o  control the  so that  a t  any time the  operation is piecewise observable. 
Nature Playing Tricks - this is a n  instance of the  unknown event taking place. In this 
case in order to  derive an explanation higher order of reasoiling are required. As stated in 
the  previous section, we would like a t  least t o  be able to recog~lize tha t  some ailoillaly has 
occurred. 
In order t o  be able to address ul1certaint.y in the observer we would like to see: 
How it affects the  overall observability of an a.ct.ion, 
How can piecewise observability be guaranteed. 
How the  uncertainty propagates - perhaps using coi~ditiollal probabilities or rules from 
the  DS-Theory, see [Pearl, 19881. 
Whether there is a backtra,cking mechanism which may allow to  Yest before committing" 
to  a transition. This clearly has to  do with a measure of the confidence that  nre have ill 
the  given transition and in the measurement,. 
Addressing issues of uncertainty in the  observability requires considering how specific sensors 
can handle ~nce r t~a in ty .  Thus,  it is iinport,ant to address how the abst,ractions of the different, 
seilsor modalities call be a,ugmented t,o incorpora.te uncerta.inty issues. 
In  a vision ba.sed sensor, we might consider a. "pixel based" mea,sure of uncertainty (spa,tial 
information) 
In a force based sensor, some other unit of measure (force based information) 
In some other (possibly a combination of the t.he force and spatial issue) 
5.6 Primitive and Colnplex Tasks 
In  the  preceding portion of t<he sectmion we have invest,igat,ed t.he a.ct.ua1 st,ruct,ure describing a. 
task. As we have pointed out ,  in the beginning a task may be composed of subtasks. It, is only 
natural  t o  consider how these t,asks should be combined in a, hierarc11ica.l fashion. 
In what i t  is t o  follow, we describe how from an initial a set of tasks we can construct a 
more cornples set which has sul~t~asks  a components. The benefit of developing an  algebra of 
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tasks is that any action appearing as a subtask has a well-defined recognizer associa.ted to  it. 
This recognizer is defined in terms of the recognizers for the individual actions in the task. In 
particular, if some subtask has been previously fully explored, then the overall procedure for 
carry out the task is grea.t,ly improved in performance, This advocates a coilst,ructioil of complex 
tasks from a set of initial tasks, kernel actions, which have beell fully explored. coillposed by 
several others. 
5.7 Kernel Actions 
The tasks which we deem to be fundamental for the constructions of other task are often 
extremely simple and cha.racterizable in terins of a single action rather than a sequence of 
actions. We will thus refer to  this initial of tasks as the actions associated with t,hem. This also 
has the effect of allowiilg a looser definition of what u7e can actually illcorporate in our initia.1 
set. In this ma.nner, we can incorporate actions for ~vllich the label "ta.sli" might resound a bit, 
pompous for their procedural simplicity. 
The choice of act,ions taken t80 he bot,h necessary and sufficient to describe t,he component,s 
of tasks is a critical one. It may greatly limit the amount of tasks which call be formed from the 
basic set of actions. TVe define this set of actions a.s Primztzve Actio~ts since they are considered 
to be constituent of any other a~ t~ ions .  
For each of the domains Di from M x T x O ,  as defined in the previous section, we define 
the kernel of the donlaill to be composed of those actions from which all t#he domain ca.n Ile 
generated. 
ker(Di)  = { a  I a E Di 3 a zs a Primitive Action) 
As a rule of thumb we ma.y decide to incorporate into t,llis set all those act,ions which do not, 
require others as a prerequisite in order to be performed. However, t,he crit,eria \vhich \rill guide 
our choice rely on the purposefulness of the a.ction as a basis t.o const.ruct ot,hers. \We woulcl like, 
however, that the primitives had some well defined properties. \+'e consider t,l~e list. of crit.eria.. 
suggested in [Wilks], to qualify actions as primitive. 
Finitude: The number of primitives should be finite. 
Comprehensiveness: The set should be adequate to distinguish among different act.ions. 
Independence: No primitive should be defined in t>erills of others. 
No~tcircularity: No t8wo prinlitives should be described in terms of each other. 
Pnmitive~tess: No subset of primitives should be replaceable by a s~naller set. 
Further motivations call he gathered from behavioral psychology. In these cases primitive 
actions call be classified a.s the init,ial a.ctions which aa ii~fant uses to interact. and discover his 
5.8 Interaction Domain A 
environment. The rules for constructing Inore coinplex actions vary mit.11 the age of the child 
and the basic set of actions have become more complex". 
The level of complexity of actions in the primitive set is also funda~nent,al for the power of 
expression that can be accomplished, i.e. the complexity of the tasks which call he described. 
The initial choice of the ~nenibers of this set directly addresses the A Priori I<nowledye issue. 
For the time being we can naively sidestep the selection problem of the pri~nit,ive actions. 
We will just statme tl1a.t such primitive set exist and can be constructed. 
5.8 Interaction Donlaill A 
We define the ber~iel of A recursively to be the union of all the unzq7ir primitive actions from 
each of the V,. In the follo\iring definition we let 
then 
Namely, the primitive set of actioils should contain no redundancy. 
To exhibit how the construction of the a.bove set can be accomplished, we need t,o a.ddress the 
notion of Action Equality between the different domains. Establislliilg equa.lity between taslis 
is a wide research area. and a. well know prohleln in autornata t.heory. Our approach will he 
based on considering the the coillponents defining each individual a.ction. Then equality could 
be defined i11 t,erms of the prerequisite, the procedural component, or t,lle expected result. from 
the interaction. We chose t,o define equality on the result of the interact,ion. Thus t,wo actions, 
ai and aj  will be deemed equal if their effect is going to he equa.1. 
Having discussed the primitive actions forming, Iier(A), we now address tile const,ruction 
of more co~llples a.ctioas fro111 the prinlitive set,. 
5.9 Operators on Actions 
The interaction domain A can then be defined as the set of actions generated from Key(A), the 
generating set for A, by cornposing a.ctions that already a.re in t,he doma.in. 
We distinguish two operators for action construction. 
Conapo.sitzoa as the sequencing of a list of actions, lye express that as C q ( w l .  . . . . uk ) 
21 Note: Actually, this is a very interesting point because it  suggest.s from a deve1opment.a.l stand point. how this 
can also address the notion of learning and beconling an expert in doing something. By collsidering the o ~ ~ t i m a l i t y  of 
the elements in the sit,uat,ion set whicl~ allows t,o be fine t,uned t,o cert,ain manipulat,ions or int,eractions. 
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Repetitioiz as t,he con~position of a given action cr., E A with itself. It. effe~t~ively ident~ifies 
a special case of the previous one above. 
The reason for determining the operators over the domain is that of providing syntactic validity 
for the actions that are being constructed. The repetition operation can be also interpreted as 
an operator to  construct loops. 
5.9.1 Composition of actions 
We say that two actions can be composed if the final sta.te of the first action call be identified 
as the initial state of the following actions. In other words, the final statme of t,he first action can 
constitute the prerequisite for the second a.ction. If the second act8ion has no prerequisite st,ate 
description then they can be composed. 
5.9.2 Repetition of actions 
This construction operator finds its nlotivation because it classifies a, set of operation which are 
characterized by the repet,it8ion of a set of ba.sic operat,ions. I11 t,lle English language these are 
characterized by verbs which denote the repetition of one or more actions which compose theil~. 
The nature of the repetition also depend on the type of objects on which the interaction is being 
carried out. Badler et al., [Badler el al.,  19901, describe some of these verbs and their relation 
to the repetition of the a.ction. S a w  represents an iteration of a forward an back mot,ion and 
so does shake. However, Jill and load may describe a repetition depending on the nat.ure of the 
object they are applied tmo. 
Extending A The composition and the repetmition operators can be employed to generate 
some new actions. The newly generated act.ions are included in the action dolllain A by estend- 
ing it t o  incorporate the new action. 
The construction of actions fro111 the interaction domain guarantees tlia,t, i f  the individual 
conlponents are piece~vise observable the resulting new act,ion will be ohserva.bl~. 
5.10 Properties of Actions 
Property (Closure): the Interaction Doinain A is closed under the operations constructing 
it: composition a,nd repetition. 
This property is quite an inlportant one for it allows us t,o describe complex a.ction in terins of 
primitive ones. 
5.11 A Language  for Ta.slis D e s c r i h i ~ ~ g  Functiona.lities 
Property (Action Decomposition) Any given action ai E A, a, 2 I i 'er(A) ,  call be expressed 
in term of compositions and repetitions of primitive actions. 
Property (Uniqueness) of the action is guaranteed by the  co~lstruction methodology applied 
by t h e  operations from the initial set. 
5.1 1 A Language for Tasks Describing Functionalities 
T h e  actions tha t  were selected from M x T x O  to form I<er (A)  were chosen because either in 
themselves they represented actions for testing for functionality or they are needed in the  com- 
position of complex tasks. 
Actions from A provide elements for the construction of functions. It is import,ant t o  select 
these actioils in a way which will express a, process for describillg and recovering a part,icular 
functionality. If we let A define the  alphabet of actions, which can be composed, t,llen a. process 
t o  perform a functionality recovery ca.n be described as an ordered sequence of act,ions from A. 
Such ordered sequence is generated by the operators of composition and repetition, a.s described 
above. The  recovery process is defined by a sequence a.nd hence 1inea.ry. Thus ,  no  anlbiguities 
in the  sequence can occur. While it is obvious tha,t there is more than one way to  carry out a. 
task t o  recover a given functionality, we assume that  once a decision has been made t,lie task 
for recovering functioila.lity is fixed. Having more than one a.ction possible a.t. any given t,iii~e 
may reflect t he  ability t,o adapt t80 a changing enviroamei~t~.  Ho~vever, the price t80 pay for such 
adaptability is the  iiitroductioii of non-determinisi  in the carrying out of tasks. Thus ,  we focus 
only on tasks which call be defined by an  ordered sequence. 
We can defined a. language over the alphabet from A;  (We follow the standard notation 
of Automata  theory as defined in [Hopcroft and Ullman, 19791). Any function ~ ~ h i c h  call be 
constructed by composition and repetition must be in the language 
with L1 = A. Lf,,,, defines the positive closure. IVe do not consider null actions. Thus  the 
minimum length for a task describing a, funct,ionality must he of lengt,h at least one. 
However, not all the strings from Lf,,,, define functionalities, in fa.ct, only a. small subset 
of the strings define fulictionalities. The  elements in this subset, 3, can be generated by some 
Colztext Se~~.s?lzve Gralnnaar, (CSG), ~ rh ich  expresses t#he fiinctionalit,y descript,ion in t,errns of 
iildividual a.ctions from A. 
We note tha t  ~vhile the high-level description of a t,ask ca.n he espressetl as a st,ring in F, 
each action in the sequence inust also be piecewise observable. 
We now preseilt some examples of action coinpositions t,llat illustrate this a.pproacll. 
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5.12 Examples of Actioils and Action Compositioils 
T h e  primitive actions tha t  we have chosen are those which were deerned sufficiel~t to  describe 
the  more complex actions defined belo~v. 
5.12.1 Example of Primitive Actions 
We at tempt  t o  describe functionality test,s for piercing and cutting using the  primitive act.ion 
move, contact, puncture. 
Move a Target Object or Tool This operation describes a generic motioii a.fter the 
object has been contacted by the manipulator, grasped and then lifted from the supporting 
surface. Parameters identify init id and final position and the t,ransformatioil het,ween t,lie t,\ro 
end-points. During this maneuver, observability hinges on t,he ability to  eit,her visually hack t,he 
motion of t,he manipula.t,or and object or t,o lia.pt,ic.ally corrohora.t,e t.hat the object is re~lla.ining 
in contact with the manipulator. 
Bring to Contact In this ca,se we define an opera,tion of bringing a ma.nipula.t,or in contact 
with ail Object. We assuille tha t  there are no obstacles to  be avoided. I t  ca,n be essentially 
conceived as the moving of the inanipulator t o  a. specific loca.t.ion. The  difference f r o ~ n  t . l~e 
previous action is t11a.t now the observation of the interaction changes to reflect t,he contact. Iii 
the case tha t  the tool cont,acts the object, the t,ool can he described as a. specializat,ion of t,lle 
end-effector. 
Since one call not  rely on exact nleasure~nents to  estiinat,e the position of cont,act, t,he object, 
then one would want to  monitor the contact sensors and then acknowledge t11a.t conta.ct has 
been obtained. Aspects addressing the reliability of the  sensors and the  instantiation will have 
to  be addressed when dealing with the inlplernentatio~l of the  actual routmines which inst.aiit,iate 
a given function. 
We note tha t  this a,ctioil is a specialization of the previous one. In part,icular, t8he end- 
position of the  transformation is now specified as the locus a t  which cc~iltact ~vill occur. It. is 
important to make this d i~t inct~ion because it elllpliasizes a. s\z.it.ch ill seilsor ~uoda.lit,y. 
Puncture Ident,ifies a a  opera,tion in mlrich Position Control of t.he end-effect.or has been 
switched t o  Force Control t o  guide and stop the  operation. The illanipulator in tohis case must 
have a way to  control the force that  is being applied to  the  surfa.ce being operat,ed on.  
5.12 Examples of Actions and Action Compositiolls 
5.12.2 Examples of Complex Actions from Primitive Actions 
In  both  Piercing and Cutti~ig we identify three phases, once the  tool has been grasped. The  
tool is moved to  obtain contact, contact is established and pressure is applied t.o accomplish 
puncturing. Both actions are similar. They differ in the  way the t,ool is being gra.sped, in the 
way it is applied, in the  type of contact tha t  is required. 
The  three phases identified above allow us  to  focus on the  piecewise observabilit.y of the 
overall action. T h e  motion portion, can be observed both visually as well as by contact sensors 
in the  manipulator hold the  tool. The  coming to  contact of the tool \vith the target object, 
is only coarsely observable by vision. If the action were to be observa.l~le only using vision, it 
would be quite hard to  deterrrline the exact illonlent of contact and control t , l~e  ~~ lan ipu la to r .  
In this operation, it is more important t.ha.t the  observation be ca.rried out. by t,lie force sensor. 
Once the tool is in full contact with the target object, the observation by a vision ba.sed sensor 
is no  longer informative. I t  is, in fact, quite hard to  observe deformations wllicll inigllt take 
place on the surfa.ce as pressure is applied wit,h the t.001. Feedba.ck ohservat,ion a.t t . 1 ~  tactile 
level gives us a.lso corroboration of the implicitly hypothesized ~na.t,erial composing the object. 
Furthermore, once the  operation ha.s switched to  force control it is unobservable I I ~  t.lle vision 
sensor. To  provide and guarantee overall piecewise ohservability is. as we have cliscussed quit,e 
essential t o  describe the  complete task. 
T h e  description of the tasks in this fashion make also intuitive sense. When 1luma.n perform 
the  action of piercing, for instance! they use both visual and ta.ctile feedback hot,h t,o control 
the  operation but  also t o  observe how effective the applica.bility of tlie t,ool for t,lle function. 
Jus t  by considering these two fu~lctionality tests, we notice t,hat t.he t,wo act,ions require a 
more deta.iled defiilit,ioil iilvolving many aspect,s of grasping, of coming tso cont.act ancl of applying 
forces. These observations uncover a. large set. of issues which must be a.dclressed 111 a real world 
applicatioii. 
In  high-level descript,ion of ta.sks, not enough considera.tion is given t,o t.he manner in nrl~ich a 
tool is t o  be grasped, how i t  is to be applied, and what kind of contact it is to make with a t,arget, 
object. These specifications are brushed aside as details of iillple~lleiltatio~l, yet it is iillportant t,o 
be able t*o bridge t,he ga.p between the high-level specifica.t,ion and t.he cont.est,. Grospr~tg is t,oo 
often errolleously coilsidered a simple operation. Much literat.ure addresses the issue of grasping 
an object with a specified intent. [Liu et  al., 1989; Iberall e t  nl.. 1988; Iberall. 1'3871 consider the 
types of grasps a.nd t,he functional properties that  they exhibits. Cutkosky, [C:ut,kosky, 19891, 
presents a. hierarchy of grasping witli illtended configurations. In [Nguyen and St.el~lla.nou, 1990; 
Nguyen a.nd Stepha.nou, 19911, the authors describe cont~inuous donlain for mapping hand pre- 
sha.ping; they also, a.s t,he preceding authors, associated functionalities ivit.11 the respectjive lland 
preshapes. [Iclatzky et nl., 1987a; Iclatzky et al., 1987b; Pellegrino e l  nl..  19891, invest,igate t,he 
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different type of prehensions for different objects in human grasping. [Pollard and Lozano-Perez, 
1990; Stansfield, 19901 investigate grasping properties connected with particular polylledra.1 ob- 
jects. The Handy System, [LozancrPerez et al., 19871, develops and carry out a con~plete task 
of pick-and-place. 
These are but a few examples which a.ddress the task of grasping in a non-analytic 1na.n- 
ner. These approaches are particular important in the development of our recovery procedure. 
They, in fact, reflect our goal of instantiating the task and systen~atically generating plausible 
approaches to  consider the many parameters that the high-level description leaves unspecified 
and unconstrained. 
6 From Qualification to Quantification 
In  the  previous section we have seen how some of the  actions can be described as coinpositions 
of already defined actions and the  components tha t  characterize a n  action. The  description 
presented so  far, however, is insufficient because even a t  the abstract level, we need t,o address 
the  issues of relative locatioil and orientation of objects, the  qualificatioil of the force, the velocit'y 
which is to  be applied, and the time interval in which an  operation is t o  take place. 
One can readily observe tha t  the difference between the  action of h i t t i l t g  and c o ~ . t n c t i ~ r g  a 
surface depends on the scale of the time frame in which the  operation of contactiilg takes pla.ce. 
I t  is necessary to  incorporate this essential aspect in our formalism to  make it more expressive. 
We will define a relative notion of time as a qualitative description which beconles i11sta.n- 
tiated into a specific domain. This introduces problems when ac,t,ions are c.ompared het>\veen 
different contests. Ho\vever, as long a.s the  reference frame of the  quantmifica.tion is known, the 
coinparisoil call be performed. The  qualification of an action depends on the specific cont,est~; 
what is "slow" in one context may be perceived a.s "extremely fast" in another. LVhile t.he at,tri- 
bution to  some exact values is possible in a specific contest ,  when trying to relate two objects 
in a n  abstra.ct ma.nner we need to  use spatial relations. These relations will ha.ve to 11e properly 
defined so  tha.t they are meaningful in various contexts. 
Reasorling about a.ctioils usually ta.kes place in two separate domains, either t,oo high level or 
too  specific. The  high-level domain addresses task decomposition, planning st,ructure, t,empora.l 
ordering of the events, etc.. Tlle literature is quite extensive in this area, we single in [Davis. 
19901, [Allen. 19841. While it is esseiltial t50 be able to describe act,ioils a t  a high level to  guarant.ee 
tha t  given sequences of actions are meaningful and call achieve t,he st,at,ecl goals. Therefore, it. is 
iillportant tha t  the  individual action be mappable t o  a specific contest. Plaaning involves high 
level description of mot.ion, velocity a.nd force, but when i t  comes clown t,o act,ua.lly iillplenleilt,ing 
the  operation in a specific contest of illanipulation or inotioil it is necessary to  at tr ibute values to 
the  individual a,ctio~la. Picliing something up and putting i t  down are sufficiently differentiated 
in the  direction of motion. But ,  we are interested in being able t o  describe t,he difference bet~veen 
operations wl~ich differ in the  aspect of force, velocity, time in which they a.re carried ou t .  
I11 the leu-level domain, the  operation takes pla.ce i11 very specific doinains or sma.11 cla.sses of 
domains in which specific algorithms are applied, or specific classes of ~llanipulat,ors are involved. 
As we stated in the introductioil, we would like to be able to  a.ccomplisll a transit io~l het,ween 
the  very abstract level and the specific context in ~vllich the action is to he carried out,. 
As we pointed ou t ,  the  difference bet~veen t,he two operations, of hitt,iilg and contacting, 
is clearly the  speed in which it is carried ou t .  But,  while one can describe it. a t  a high level 
simply as faster, t ha t  has really very little ineailillg in a specific context. One call s tate that  the 
t,ime interval should be  shorter. but  how is this expressible? We cl~oose to focus 011 describing 
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this in t.erms of time and positions, or conditions as we will see later, which are t o  be occupied 
at different time. We will describe it in terms of relative velo~it~y at specific "time labels", 
as described below. Thus, the notion of both positions and conditions describing monitored 
events which can demarcate the time intervals. This allows us to describe how velocity and 
force can vary within intervals. We initially describe how events are defined and how force and 
velocity can be described in terms of these events. Later we will point out how to determine 
a quantization for both force and velocity so that high level labels of "slow" and "fast" can 
actually be attributed appropriate values in different domains, yet still capture t,he semailtics of 
the actions. 
6.1 Size, Positioil and Orieiltatioil 
I11 this section we address the definition of size, position and orientation. These properties are 
usually used to  relate one object to another or a single object with respect to a reference frame. 
While position and orientation are generally expressed as a position vector p and an orien- 
ta.tion vect,or 3, we would like to allow tto have descript,ions in u7hich they can be describe bot8h 
as parameters to a fuilct,ional descript,ion of the action as well as at a higher level. 
When addressing size, we are interested in some specific property which would a.llow us t80 
describe spatial relat>iorl between objects. Classificatio~ls with respect to  size inay be useful, I>ut, 
their usefulness depends on the task. Instead of higl~lighting all possible int.erestiilg propert,ies 
which allow geometric different,ia.tion between two objects, we will focus on those tvllich -\\.ill 
allow us to describe spatial rela,t,ioll between them. 
We now proceed to determiile size relations. We will build on these relat,ioils t,o qualitatively 
describe position and orient.at,ion. 
6.1.1 Criteria for determining Size Relations 
Size relations are important descriptors in determilli~lg spatial relations between objects. In 
order to simplify the problem of classifyiilg size in objects which are volumetrically defined 
by different shape, we call consider the convex hull of the object. The convex hull call he 
either computed with one of the many algorithms from Computational Ge01-net~r-y or can be 
approximated with a voluinet,ric primitive of choice ~vhich \vould be able to "best cont~ain" the 
object, according to some cl~osen objective function. 
We will not focus on the choice of t,lle volunletric primitives to  best contain and descril~e the 
object but rat.l~er on the propert,ies \vhich this selected represent,a.tion should provide. 
Properties i~iclude 
The volume criterion. This criterion is best employed if the object,s under coi~~parisons 
are modeled by the same parametric ~oluinet~ric primitive. 
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T h e  axis ratio between the two object, including minor and rrlajor axes 
The  eccentricity of each object separately. 
This  list is by no means coinprehensive but  i t  gives starting criteria as a basis for the  relat,ions. 
An other i i n p ~ r t ~ a n t  point refers t o  the number of objects tha t  a.re to  be compared. Since t8he 
description is given of one object relative to  another, it is a simple matter  t o  deterinine which 
object should be considered as a reference for comparison. In our case we clioose the sinaller of 
the  two a,s a normalizing factor. In the case tha t  there are many objects then t,he choice could 
be  described, for instance, using the  median in the distribution of t,he sizes. Clearly some other 
criteria can also be employed 
In our case since we are interested in maaipulating a specific object, we will a.1wa.y~ choose 
our description to  be given with the  respect to the object on ~ ~ h i c l i  the focus of at.t,ention is 
geared. In  the  case tha t  there were Inany objects t o  be considered at once then we could resort 
again t o  using the rnedia.111 in the set of objects. We will consider relat,ion involving t,~vo 0bject.s 
only the  description call est,ended t o  several objects. 
6.1.2 Position Relations 
In deternlining spatial relat,ions. it is important t,o recognize ~vhicli relation amongst t,he set 
of relations is most significat,ive and best suited for description. [Mukerjee, 19911 discusses an 
approach t o  building qualitative models for vision based on the functionally-releva~lt at tr ibutes 
of each object. Spatial discretization is derived systematically, and is coinplet,e under consid- 
erations of tangency, no-contact and overlap. While the work identifies the properties which 
are invariant with respect t o  the object's location, the  Medial Axis Transformation suggested 
for nlapping the relations between object in property space appears to  be closely linketl by the 
underlyiilg generalized cylinders description. The  underlying iinplicit criteria for clloosilig the 
properties is tha t  they should be independent of the viewer and the  description is pre~ent~ed in
terms relations b e b e e n  a.djacent objects. While t,he algebra. developed is based on point aiitl 
line relations, the  exa.mples provided are limited to  object representat,ion by part,s. Analysis is 
provided for separat,e object or for object,s which poorly described by generalized cylinclers. 0 1 1  
the  other hand it point,s out the importance of preserving relat>ive size and alignmel~t in object, 
pa,rt descript,ions. \%re will consider the relevance of aligninent at. a. lat,er sta.ge ~vlien t8alking 
a l ~ o u t  models in t)he object, domain. 
I11 order to a.ddress relative spatial pla.ceinent amongst objects, we ivill describe t.liese rela.tions 
in terms of the  rat.io between the  a.ctua.1 distance and t,he minor a.xis of the  smaller of t,lle two 
objects. \lie a.ttribute to  this value to  the  spatial relation of Areal. 
Let's define i t  as follows: 
P,,,,,. = nziiz {lelzgth(ui)  I ui is a n  axis in object O J }  
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This provides us  with a basis for establishing the other position relations. These positions could 
be described either as absolute positions or  relative position based on the viewer location. We 
will address here the  absolute position of the objects. However, the  relative perspective needs 
to  be addressed when addressing t*he visual the  observer for two objects. In tha t  case, tlle 
perceived positmion may or may not be representative of the  absolute position of t h e  two object ,~ .  
T h e  interpretation and the  relative actions which should be  taken by an observer, depend greatly 
on the  goal of the observer. Thus,  we will address here the  absolute position only. 
Magnitude Spatial Relation . The  following relations are determined only by the  inagni- 
tude of the distance and are irrespect.ive of other characteriza,tions. Particular spatial rela.t,ions, 
such a.s right, left, etc,  which are observer dependent will be discussed below. 
The  position relations defined below are dependent on constailts t,hat. are identified at t81ie 
end of this sectioil when the abst.ra.ct. descript,iolz is quailt,ified in the  clomaiii. 
- a remote P,.,,,,,t, - a, P,,,,,.. This position effectively identifies tlie t:st.re~ne of t,lle 
range. 
far Pf,, = ' ~ f  Pnear with a ,  < a ,  
near P,,,,. , as defined above, 
a close Pel,,, = a ,  f',,,,, 
a contact tlle distance is zero. 
Relative Placement 
a above if Oz's lowest point is above the  highest point of 01. 
below the  inverse of above. 
a same level neither a.bove nor below. 
Real VS. Perceived Distance : The  perceived distance between two objects is subject. 
to the locatioil of tlle viewer. However, if the observer is remote froin the  pair objects, t>l~eir 
sizes will be perceived a.s sillaller a.nd their spatial relation can still he det.ermiiled. 
External Observer Description of O2 w.r.t. O1 : The descript,ions of ohj O2 w . I . . ~ , .  
O1 as presented above may be not consoilallt with the external observer. Unless we a.ssume t11a.t 
the observer call simultaneously occupy t,lle positioil of the  02, or is, ill fact, t,lle object8. 
Relative Placement based on External Observer : This  posit.io11 is described in 
terms of an  external observer \v11o is coilsidering the  relation of the t.wo objects. This descri1)tion 
6.1 Size, Position and Orientation 
clearly varies with respect to the  viewing position adopted. This description will be defined wit.h 





6.1.3 Determining Orientation 
In order to  determine the  relative orientation, it is necessa.ry to  choose some way of consideriilg 
the  alignment. of t,lle objects. We will address t,he relat,ive orientation bet,meen t8wo objects! 
01 and 0 2 .  For each object let 0 1 ,  c i 2 , a s  describe t,he axes of each object \vit,l~ the following 
magnitude ordering conventioll: o l  > a2 > as > 0.  A secorid subscript will identify t,lie 
object t he  axis refers t.0. Thus ,  we can coinput,e t.he angles fornled between t8he respect,ive axes 
as follows: 
where 0 5 19,. < a and for i = 1 ,2 ,3 .  We call however, restrict our attention to  an  interval 
between 0 < Bi 5 a/2 by letting 
since we are interested in t , l~e relative orieiltatioll of the  objects indepetldent.ly of t . 1 ~  vie \v i~~g 
direc,tion. 
If we now consider the  space defined by 0 5 Bi < x/2  for i = 1, 2, 3 t3hen we can observe 
tha t  low values of B i  identify similar ~ r i en t~a t ions  while high values will identify very clissimilar 
orientation. 
T h e  space t,llat. is defined ill the a.bove gives ea.ch of the axis equal import,ance, lio~vever, we 
would like to incorporate the relative iiotioii of the axis size in t l ~ e  nleasure for the orientation. 
In this ~nailner we \vould be able to  deterllline t,he degree of orient,ation bet,\veen t,he t,\vo objects. 
Thus  we can define tjhe follo\ving: three functions: 
T h e  first one addresses the degree of parallelism present between the two  object,^: 
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The  second one describes the  degree of perpendicularity 
The  third one describe the  orientation with respect t o  an  angle of x/4 
where 202, w3 represent the weight associated with each of the axis and are defined as: 
and the i subscript identifies tlle objects i = 1, 2. In this lnaniler if the object llavt. very 
different sizes, then the inajor axis will result more prominent. If t,wo object. have a.pl>roximat.e 
size then the  other axis will also tell about the orientation. 
We notice tha t  the  values which both functions above range in the interva,l [ 0 , 2 1.  Clearly, 
not all of them call have the  illaxilnuin d u e  a.t the same time. 
Then ,  by coinpa.ring the values obt,ained for the functions 
we can describe the  type of orient,a.tion present.. However, we also would like to preserve t,lle 
association of the  function which provided the  orieiltation and also the axis ~vliich was most. 
prominent i11 deriving the  labeli~lg. 
One can therefore describe the follo~ving t,riplet ( I (  f ) ,  v ( f ) ,  a( f ))  in wl~icli 
6.2 Time 
l ( f )  represent a label, l ( f )  E {I, 11, 7r/4) 
v ( f )  identifies the the respective value for the  function and 
a( f )  describes the axis which is most prominent in determining the  particular at,tribution. 
T h e  axis which is most prominent in determining a value can be determined by collsidering the 
components. Each one refers to one of the  axes of each of the  above functions. In the  ca5e that  
more than  one component, per function were t o  yield the  same value then i t  could be picked 
with respect t o  importa~lce of axis, as ordered from major to  minor. 
One can now describe the orientation in the object as the  total order between the triplets. 
T h e  ordering funct,ioll for the  triplet is simply determined by consiclering the  quantitat,ive com- 
polierlt in the  triplet. 
An exa.mple of such order could he: 
Actually, by considering the difference between the values in the  triplets, a more qualitative 
description of the  orientation can be defined. These objects, however, are described relative t,o 
some fra,me of reference, be t,hat of the resting surface of t,hat. of t,he endeffect,or manipulat.ing 
the  object. Thus ,  we will address, therefore, the relative orientation of an object wit,ll respect 
t o  the  gravity vect,or. This will allow us to  give definition t o  the pose of an object as well as t.o 
describe the  relative orientation of a tool with respect to  the object. 
Location of Gravity Vector [Salganicoff, 19921 describes the  pose of 0bject.s with respect 
t o  the  location of t,he gra,vity vector. He identifies the orientatioll of t,he axis with respect t,o 
the  orielltatioil of the Gravity Vector. This can be used as a n  additiona.1 descriptor for object 
direction and eventua.lly for a.pproach. 
Having described posit.ion a.nd orientation relat,ion, we begin hy ident,ifying t,he component.s for 
properly describing t,ime, force and velocity. 
When describing time as the reference frame for operations, we need to consider the t~emporal 
sequencing of t,he events. Thus t,he t,ime fra,me will provide a t,emporal ordering for tmhe vents. 
I t  is the  contest in \vhich an  operation is carried out tha t  the durat,iou is t,o be described. 
Events, as \i7e have seen, describe transitiolls between states of the syst,em. Such transit,ions 
axe cha.racterized by having some conditions met.  Thus ,  we can describe the secluencing of t,he 
different configura.t,ions as the t,emporal t,liread which defines time. T h e  releva.nt i~~st ,ances  \rhich 
determine t,lle elements in the tempora.1 ordering could he described a.s a ordered secluence of 
t i m e  labels. 
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A time label is associated with by the  change in the  t ru th  value of conditions: 
a location element. This depends on a particular spatial location being occupietl during 
motion. T,,,,, identifies a label being asserted when an object O1 reaches t,he neor locat.ion 
of object Oa. 
a guarded element, described below 
a condi t ion element. This  identifies a generic notion of a conditioll being assert.ed. For 
instance, Displacement equals half of D,,,, represents one such general condition a.nd is 
associated with a spatia.1 relation. Its relevance as an elelllent in the t,eluporal secluencing 
of events depends on its being asserted. 
Thus  the  t r m e  zntevual between two fi7ne labels can be described as the  elapsecl t,ilrle ~vhicll 
occurs between t,wo relevant. inst.ances. This description, however, does not provide a qualifica- 
tion relating the "wall-clock time?' t o  the sequencing of the events. Going from configuration 
ci t o  next configuration c,+l requires tha t  some observations be performed or conditions I)e 
monitored. Furthermore, the actua.1 "wall-clock time" between the  same time lal~els nrill vary 
in different contexts. 
To better  chara.cterize the  time labels we can distinguish them into two sets: 
a Basic or Coarse set. I t  characterizes those labels which are known prior t o  the  beginning 
of the  operation. The  order of these labels is well-defined by t,he t,ask that. is t,o be carried 
out .  They identify states in \vhich the  system could be depending on the occurred event.. 
a Refined set. It  represent,^ the  set of labels ~ v l ~ i c l ~  are knolvn procedurally apriory but whose 
values can only be deterinined at  execution time. Furthermore, the  sequencing of these 
labels call not be exactly predict,ed a priori. Their sequencing may w r y  pending on \vhich 
conditions are asserted. This refined sequence occurs always between t,ivo t.ime lalxls in 
the  basic group. 
To make the  dist.inctmion clear we can consider t,he following task. Assulne t,hat a given t,ool for 
piercing, held by a manipulator, is a t  a distance from an object. NOJV we ca.n cha.ra.ct,erize t,he 
two sets a s  being colnposed by t,he following events: 
In the  Basic set we ca.n identify t,he following: 
a Eo motion is init.iated 
a El the tool is close to  the  object 
a E2 the tool is in contact ~ v i t h  the object 
a E3 the  tool llas reached the  final stat.e: penet,ration by distance D,,,, 117as accomplished 
or ~ n a s i ~ n u m  t.l~reshold of force has been reached. 
6.3 Kinematic and Dynamic Characterization 
When considering the  event E3, we can observe that  from the  morneilt t ha t  the tool collies into 
contact with the object, Ez, t o  the moment tha t  E3 is asserted, many other things ma.y happen. 
By examining how t h e  variables change from the moment tha t  E2 is asserted t,o the moment 
tha t  E3 occurs, we can observe tha t  tha t  transition can take place in many different ways. I t  
could be tha t ,  irrespective of the  penetration rate the  same force is applied, or it. could be that  
if the  penetration ra te  decreases then tlie force is incremented. I t  could also be t,he case t>llat, 
the  force is increlnented only when the penetration rate falls below a certain value. Since we 
would like our formalism to  provide with the flexibility to  express a situation as the last one, 
we need t o  be able t o  recognize the  assertion of the  conditions which characterize the need to  
increment force wit,h t.he possibility to  do so  in a st,epwise fa.shion. T h e  ordering of t,hese t,ime 
labels can not be defined a. priori unless all is known a.bout t,he int,era.ct,ion. I t  depends oil t,he 
compositioli of the materia.1 and the force applied, but  we would like to the  able t,o perform tlle 
operation without having to model the dynamic behavior of the mat,erial. In order t.o do this, 
we can define t,he procedural relation of the interaction. The  event.s are t.hus c1ia.racterized by 
tlie conditions wllich 1na.y Ile asserted while executing t,he action. M'e call t,hese t,he refined set. 
of labels. 
Thus  in the interval Eq < t 5 E3 we could define the following refined set 
e231 if penetration rate has fallell below a desired threshold, then the  force should increase. 
e23, if penetration rate has changed t o  be above the  desired threshold then st,op to  in- 
creasing the force and apply it with the la.st ma.gnitude obtained. 
As we have stmated previously the sequenciiig between e2sA and eq3, depends on several fact,or 
such t,he material, llo\\: t,he force is increased, the surface area, deternlined by t,hr t,ool a t  coilt.act. 
point. 
6.3 Kinematic and Dyilaillic Characterizatioil 
Having described how we call quantify posit,ioli and time components, we can now look a.t. act.ions 
in terms of their kinematics and dynamic characteriza.tions. Thus ,  we will present how Force 
and Velocity can be described in terms of our previous relatioils on time and space. We have 
chosen to  use velocity as one the descriptors for a.ctions attributions because we hot,l~ t,alli about. 
variations in velocity, and hence acceleration, but  also differentiate I~et,ween values of const,ant. 
velocity. Constant velocity ide~~t i f ies  zero acceleratioii and  hence the underlying tliffrencr a 
high and low values of constant velocit,y could not he expressed. 
[Badler e t  nl., 19901 ide~ltifies a characterization of actions as Iiz1te112c~tzc-Dy1inn1ir. I < Z I ~ & -  
nzatzc describe actioi~s iiivolviiig nlotions along an arbitrary path  and with an  arbitrary velocity, 
for instance dzsplnce. roll, eic. .  D y n a m z c s  addresses the  force which characterizes a motion, such 
as press,  hzt ,  pull ,  push ,  etc. .  Both I i z~zenzatzcs  and D y ~ t n ~ n z c s  describe operation ~vliich can 1)c: 
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characterized both by motion and force. I11 a certain sense, very few actions can be described 
as having only kinematics componeiits and n o  dynamic component. Thus  what is pointed out 
in the  characterization in [Badler ef a!., 19901 is the  predominant of one characterization over 
the  other. 
In our approacll we will consider t.lie interplay between kinematics arid dyna.mics t,o describe 
actions. But  prior t o  describing actions we will look a t  both descriptions of force and velocit,y. I11 
the  section when we actually proceed to  describe primitive actions, we will address the interplay 
of velocity and force. 
6.4 Force and Velocity 
lire identify the  following component~s: 
a function it provides a functional description of how the quantity should change over 
time in the periods defined by duration. The  function description could be descril,rd as 
constant ,  logamlh i~~zc ,  lznear, etc.. 
a duration it describes the suhdivisio~l of the action period accordingly t.o evei1t.s \chic11 are 
to  take place. 
I11 both cases we are interested in describing the iiiagiiitude rather than the path in ~vhicli 
these are t o  be applied. We use the sign in the force t o  express the direction. Tlle locat,ion a t  
which t o  apply the force and path  for the motion can be described as pa.rainete~-s to t,lle action 
and are very much contest. dependent. We will allow those components to be det,ern~inetl a t  
action-instantiation time. 
6.4.1 Guarded Conditions on Actions 
We introduce the notioil a.lso of guarded actions. This a popular manner of cont,rolling range 
operat.ions in robotics. Guards are norillally introduce to  verify that. cert.ain va.lues will not, 
extend over a certain crit.ica1 value. 
Guards are special conditions wllich define the safe boundaries of operahi1it.y. M711ile in 
general, one might presume that  ivllen a guard is "alarmed" we mould like t,o stop t,he operat.ion, 
we will t reat  t l lei l~ as esceptions, since we would expect thein to  occur infrequently. \'lie n~oulcl 
want to  provide a, defauH hcrndliirg and with t,he possibility of an  al ter~ ,a twe  lr(inc1lz11.g. The 
effect of specifying a n  alternat,ive handling would be that  of suppressing the default. To allow 
flexibility of descript,ion, while a. guard has a, defa.ult act,ioii associa.ted wit,ll i t ,  we allow t.lie 
alternative handle to  be either, iltill or specified wit,h a new handling action. 
T h e  following monit,ors t,he reaching of the threshold va.lue for t,he force t.liat. it. is t o  he 
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applied and upon rea.ching it initiate a reverse motion. 
f o17ce = F,,,, 
stop ac t ion  
rever t  d i rec t ion  o f  m o t i o n  
This  extension allows to express operations more clearly but it implies that  the guarded 
subaction must also be observable, or a t  least monitorable, for otherwise the system could end 
up  in unknown state.  
More than One Guard at One Time : We allow also more than one guarcl to be active 
a t  one time. There coulrl be more than one safety coildition whicli slloulcl be monitorerl. Thus.  
instead of having only one guard we might want to h a ~ e  a list of them. 
6.4.2 Describing Velocity 
In order to  see how the components defined in the previous paragraph can be employed we 
consider a sinlple action involving only motion. Namely, we describe the velocity component of 
an  action which brings a manipulator to  c o i l t a c t  a surface. 
l inear decrease : :  yl T,,,,,. 5 I 5 Tcio,, 
1- ( i )  = 
const?  T c i o s e  5 t < T c o n t i i r t  
T h e  above expresses tlie following: 
1. Initiate the inotion with constallt velocity, for sonle constant const l  velocity. Tlle duration 
of this rl10t~io11 is tmo last unt,il the  marlipulator is near the object,. The  not'ion of i tenr..  c l o s t .  
r e i n o t e  are spat,ial relations tha t  have been previously defined. 
2. Upon reaching a near neighborhood of t,he object,, decrease the velocity to const: . Tha t  
should be accomplished upon reaching a closeness to t,he object. 111 itlentifies a guartl, 
described below. 
3. The  final approach should be performed a t  the speed reached in the  previous section (very 
slow) untmil reaching contact ~ v i t h  the object,. At that  point the  Velocit,y of the ~na~liyulat ,or 
should be 0,  described by the  last condition. 
In the descript,ion a.hove we have included the gua.rd yl in one of t,he component~s. Since our 
time interval is described in t,erills of position events, it could very ~vell Ile t,llat the estimat,ion 
of tlie loca,tion of Tci,,, was not correct and t,liat the velocity const?  was reachrcl Ilefore, 01. even 
worse tha t  tjhe calculation of t811e location were quite off or that  t,he coefficient sprcifyillg t'he 
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linea,r decrease in velocity was too big so tha t  actua.lly t,he velocity had fallen t o  Zero or very 
closed to  i t .  This identifies a very undesirable behavior. 
A guard to  prevent this froin happening can be described as follows: 
T h e  above states tha t  upon reaching the guarded value, whether or not the  location is T,l,,,, 
the  speed should now be constant. 
6.4.3 Describing Force 
We now consider a n  operation which primarily characterized by the dynanlics of an interaction 
such as pressz~tg and we focus only on the force component. 
t = Tinit 
TZILit < t < T = en 
quadrat ic  decrease TilLit = cl  < t < T = cz 
where the  conditions co and cl can be expressed as 
cg = whi le  (force < F,,,,) 
cl = whi le  (force > Fo) 
T h e  above description suggests t11a.t the  force is t o  be applied from an initial value Finit, t,lle 
value depends on the s ta te  of the system. I t  is then to  he increased linearly upon reaching 
maximum force and then decrease quadratically until it is Fo. In this case we have included 
guards on the  action since they are implicit in the  time description. T h e  above could also be 
described using only guards: 
Firlit t = Tinit 
l inear increase :: g l  
quadrat ic  decrease :: g2  
where g l  and g? are specified as 
g f o ~ * c e  = F,,, , y  f o r c e  = Fc1 
NULL NULL 
a F = quadrat ic  decrease F = Fn 
Introducing a partition for a force to  be applied, as wa.s described above, requires the  es- 
pression of the  notion of a duration of an operation with respect to  a force to be applied. The  
beha.vior of the  dyna.mic int,era.ct,ion va.ries greatly on the goal tllat is pursued a.nd t , l~e 111at~eria.l 
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involved. In  the  case of a "soft" material, when a force is applied, the surface of the material 
will deform so  tha t  a constant force, possibly a small one will be sufficient. If, on the other hand, 
the material is "hard" then a constant force or an increasing force inight not affect t,he inaterial 
a t  all and there inight not be any displacement a.t all. Thus,  in t,he first case t,here was some 
displacelnent, while in the  second case there was no displacement a t  a.11. However, ivhen t'lie 
goal is t ha t  of grasping an  object, then,  upon reaching contact, the amount of pressure that. it 
is t o  be applied to  the  object depends on the ~nanipulatory operation tI1a.t it is t,o he performed, 
on the  type of preshape involved, and on the  location of the  grasp (stable vs unst~able). 
6.5 Determining Values for Velocity and Force 
I11 the previous sections we have talked about a starting d u e  for velocit,y a.nd force. Yet, while 
it is trivial t80 a.t,t,ribut,e t.he est,renla of range as t,he minimum and ma.ximum velocit.?; or force 
\vhich can be developed by a system, it is a completely different matter t,o att.empt, t,o at,t.rihut,e 
sonle value constant br0 or some force Fo. 
6.5.1 Range Description 
T h e  real issue that  we are faced wit11 is tha t  of partitioning the continuous range and at,t,ribut#e 
into significant labels. We suggest tha t  within an  absolute range of va.lues, say from O t.o 1,  
intervals may be  identified to  describe qualifications. For t.he time being rve will just. outmline some 
of these qualifica.tions which slloultl be assigiied values in order to provide for ail int,erpret,at,ion 
of task descriptors. 
adjectives: s low  - f a s t ,  smal l  - b ~ g ,  s h o d  - long 
modifiers: extremely, very 
intermedia,ry: moderafe 
These absolute scale attribution clearly must be defined for velocity. force, a.nd possibly 
time. T h e  reason that  we might he interested in addressing a qualificat,ion of time is tha,t a t  
times d u n t i o n  111ust be made explicit. The  time dura.tion of force a,pplication might he needed 
explicitly in the  eveilt,uality that  no observable state variable 1lla.y change. 111 sucli a ~ i t u a t ~ i o n  
we might want to  be able to point. out how long an action sllould la.st.. This  clearly calls for the 
extension of the formalism which ~vould require temporal descriptors for act.iol~s. 
6.5.2 Context Qualification 
As we have pointed out ,  co~i tes t  qualification is a necessary condition for the scale att,ribution. 
T h e  investigation proposed by [Cahn von Seelen, 19881 addresses exa.ctly t,llis point in t,he 
contest of verbs addressing mot~ion. He discusses hon: t,he not,ion of a. f(/sl mooing coi. is tlirectly 
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dependent on  context in which the  at tr ibute is evaluated. As the  road varies in terrain and 
slope, the  notioil of "fast" also varies. He formally defines 36 motion verbs according several 
characteristics. F i r ~ t ~ l y ,  3 t8ypes of motion verbs are identified based on the t,inle interval in 
which they are valid. These are: Progressive describing the  on going action valid during the 
whole extent of the interval, e.g. t o  follow. Inchoatzue denoting the  beginning of an  act,ioil a.s 
the  moment of validity, e.g. t o  leave. Resultative describing the termination of an action and 
valid only a t  the  end of an  action, e.g. to stop. Then,  nzonotone transitio~ls of paranleters such 
as direction, speed, dista~lce. Finally, considering initial and final values of t,he para.met,ers a 
Precondition, hlonotovic G'o~~dit ion,  Postcondition are consider t o  qualify the  motion. 
T h e  above investigation further emphasizes the reason for having an abstract descript.ion 
and rnapping it. t.o a contest ill whicll it, may t.ake t , l~e  "appropria.t,en va.lues. 
6.5.3 Force Application: Hot0 iixtich and  for how long? 
When initiating an  operation with a system there is a well known notion of the range of the 
force tha t  it can applied. These specifications are provided by the  manufacturing of the  device. 
However, short of tha t  it is important to  classify the  effect tha t  part,icular forces have on different, 
materials. Sinha [Sinha, 19921 has approached the probleill by nlodellillg the  effects of applying 
a force to  a surface in order to  deterilline whether t,he surface can be stepped on.  This t,ype 
of procedure can be employed t.o calibrate and quantify the effect of force applicat,ion. In 
particular it can provide with a time scale for force a,pplication. The  ratio of the  period of t,he 
force application versus t.he force applied to  t,he surface can tell about properties of t8he ma.terial 
and therefore, when one should desist in performing the operation. 
T h e  duration of time is an  i~npor t an t  issue in force application. Furthermore, i11 the  case 
of surface penetration, which may or may not be  a desirable effect, depending on t,he t,asli, t,he 
dynamic behavior nlay change. This effect is often due t o  the material p r ~ p e r t ~ i e s .  
7 Conclusion 
In  this paper we have exposed sonle of the  complexity which lies under the neat and clean 
label of functionality. We have pointed out tha t  in order t o  recognize functionality we need an  
interactive process. 
We have examined what is meant by functionality in an object and presented an abstract 
task descriptioil ap t  to  recover i t .  
We have st,ressed in this investigation the  inlportance of recovering n~at~er ia l  properties, of 
observing and  verifying the interaction, of evaluatirig its performance with a n  initial set of hy- 
potheses. We have seen that  recovering functionality requires the ability to  map  a manipulatory 
task into a contest .  
We have focussed on t,he descriptioll of the perfornlatory conlponent of t.he t.ask for recovering 
the functionality and in particular examined the observability aspect. Inst1a.ntiataion of the task 
and generation of the hypotlieses were only outliiied and clearly need to  receive lllore a.ttentioil. 
Having understood t,he importance of functionality in object description we will also need 
t o  expand on ineans for incorporating the result of the  recovered evaluation of the ioteract.iou 
in the  object descriptioil. 
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